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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The video above, by the German Club Der Klaren Worte, or the Club of Clear Words, takes a deep

dive into the network of individuals and organizations responsible for the COVID scam. The audio is

in German but there is a captioned translation at the bottom of the video.

The review is led by journalist and Elmmaker Markus Langemann. As noted by Langemann, it’s not

necessarily the people with the best ideas who win in life. Rather, the winners are those who are in

the “right” network — a network with people in the right places. Never underestimate the power of a

network.

Some networks are visible. One example would be an alumni network that you can join and use to

promote your career. Other networks are more hidden, secretive and exclusive, and can only be

entered into by select invitation by another member.

Whether blatantly visible or not, you can identify just about any network by connecting dots

between individuals and organizations. Who’s working with whom, where, and why? Who’s paying

whom? And once you’ve done that, you can more clearly identify the motivations behind various

decisions.

A Global Network Revealed

In this video, Langemann presents “a network document that is unique in the world and which for

the Erst time shows you the complex network of relationships, from non-governmental

organizations (NGOs), companies, documents and people.”

The 170-page document details more than 7,200 links between 6,500 entities and objects,

including payment \ows and investments.

“In the case of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, already on page 4 of the document, you

see that this foundation spent $43 billion [note that is billion with a “b”] in the U.S. alone in

the period from 1994 to 2001, and distributed around half a billion dollars in Germany

during this period,” Langemann says.

You can review and download the document here.  The document is mostly in English. It’s

incredibly comprehensive in scope, detailing a global network that is working behind the scenes to

in\uence global health, Enance and governance.

As an interesting aside, the document was actually created using software that investigators and

detectives use to help them identify hidden connections between potential suspects. All of the data

points, documents, payment data and so on, are publicly available.

Red arrows are used throughout the document to indicate money \ows, such as grants, donations

and other payments. As one example, as shown on page 3 of the document, at least 21 U.S.

universities are Enanced by and through just three key organizations:

1. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

2. The Open Philanthropy project, a research and grantmaking foundation, which is linked to the

WEF

3. The Wellcome Trust, the world’s second-largest health foundation, located in the U.K.

A Small Tight-Knit Group

According to the anonymous IT specialist who created the document, the core of this “COVID

criminal network,” around whom most everything revolves, is no larger than 20 or 30 people.

Several of them appear on page 36.

They got together May 8, 2019, at a CDU/CSU event where they discussed how to strengthen global

health and implement the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. The CDU/CSU is a

political alliance of two German political parties, the Christian Democratic Union of Germany (CDU)

and the Christian Social Union in Bavaria (CSU). Attendees included:

Hermann Gröhe, Christian Democration Union (CDU) member and former Minister of Health

Ralph Brinkhaus, Parliamentary leader of the CDU

Dr. Angela Merkel, former Chancellor of Germany and a CDU member

Ilona Kickbush, Ph.D., Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva

Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, Director-General of the WHO

Dr. Christian Drosten, a German virologist who in early 2020 created the COVID PCR test

Dr. Clarissa Prazeres da Costa, microbiologist and infectious disease specialist

Joe Cerrell, managing director for Europe, the Middle East and East Asia for The Gates

Foundation

Professor Jeremy Farrar, director of the Wellcome Trust

Dr. Georg Kippels, CDU member

Jens Spahn, CDU member and a former Minister of Health

From that May 2019 meeting onward, these individuals are found again and again, in overlapping

working groups. You also End them rubbing elbows in the past.

For example, Farrar, Drosten and Kickbush were all present at a February 14, 2019, tabletop

exercise on International Response to Deliberate Biological Events, held at the Munich Security

Conference, as shown on page 124. Individuals from the Robert Koch Institute, the Chinese CDC

and the Gates Foundation were also present.

In 2017 and 2018, Kickbush, Drosten and Farrar were added as members to the International

Advisory Board on Global Health. Farrar and Kickbush also joined the Global Preparedness

Monitoring Board, a joint arm of the WHO and the World Bank, formally launched in May 2018. (Dr.

Anthony Fauci is another member of this board.) Two other key persons within this network are:

Dr. Chris Elias, president of the Global Development Program at the Gates Foundation. He too

is on both the Global Preparedness Monitoring Board and the International Advisory Board on

Global Health, together with Kickbush, Drosten and Farrar.

Dr. Peter Piot, a Belgian-British microbiologist known for his research into Ebola and AIDS, a

professor of global health, director of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, a

senior fellow with the Gates Foundation’s Global Health Program, and former undersecretary-

general with the United Nations.

Key Organizations

Due to the complexity of the network connections, there’s really no easy way to summarize them

here. You simply have to go through the document, page by page. That said, key organizations,

whose networking connections are detailed, include:

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation

The Wellcome Trust, an organization funded by and strategically linked to GlaxoSmithKline (a

vaccine maker in which Bill Gates is Enancially invested)

The World Health Organization

The Rockefeller Foundation

The World Bank Group

The World Economic Forum (WEF)

GAVI, the Vaccine Alliance, founded by the Gates Foundation

Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI), founded by the governments of

Norway and India, the Gates Foundation, the Wellcome Trust and WEF

The Global Fund

Forum of Young Global Leaders, founded by WEF in 2004

FIND, the global alliance for diagnostics, seeks to ensure equitable access to reliable diagnosis

around the world

Big Pharma

Johns Hopkins University

Charité, Universitätsmedizin Berlin

The Robert Koch Institute

The European Commission

The European Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA)

The Swiss Agency for Therapeutic Products

The German Global Health Hub

Of these, The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation appears to be near the top, or the center, of this

criminal network, depending on how you visualize it. Gates is also a major funder of mainstream

media which, of course, is important if you want to ensure one-sidedly good press.

Gates’ Media Control

In the past, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation funded the placement of “educational” messages in

popular TV shows such as “ER,” “Law & Order: SVU” and “Private Practice,” including topics such as

HIV prevention, surgical safety and the spread of infectious diseases, i.e., vaccinations.  But that

was only the beginning.

Via more than 30,000 grants, Gates has contributed at least $319 million to the media, including

CNN, NBC, NPR, PBS, The Atlantic, Texas Tribune (U.S.), the BBC, The Guardian, The Financial

Times, The Daily Telegraph (U.K.), Le Monde (France), Der Spiegel (Germany), El País (Spain) and

global broadcasters like Al-Jazeera.

More than $38 million of Gates’ money has also been funneled to investigative journalism centers.

The majority of that money has gone into developing and expanding media in Africa.  As you might

suspect, Gates’ donations come with strings attached. As reported by Columbia Journalism

Review:

“When Gates gives money to newsrooms, it restricts how the money is used — often for

topics, like global health and education, on which the foundation works — which can help

elevate its agenda in the news media.

For example, in 2015 Gates gave $383,000 to the Poynter Institute, a widely-cited authority

on journalism ethics … earmarking the funds ‘to improve the accuracy in worldwide media

of claims related to global health and development.’ Poynter senior vice president Kelly

McBride said Gates’s money was passed on to media fact-checking sites ...

Since 2000, the Gates Foundation has given NPR $17.5 million [now up to $24.6 million ]

through 10 charitable grants — all of them earmarked for coverage of global health and

education, speci]c issues on which Gates works.”

Who Else Controls the Media?

Gates’ power over the media is immense, but he’s a not a sole actor. Other players in media control

include BlackRock and the Vanguard Group, the two largest asset management Erms in the world,

which also control Big Pharma.  They’re at the top of a pyramid that controls basically everything,

but you don’t hear about their terrifying monopoly because they also own the media. As noted in the

video, “The Puppet Masters Portfolios,” Vanguard and Blackrock:

"... own the news that's been created, they own the distribution of the news that's been

created, they own the lives of the reporters that are reporting the news that's being

distributed that's being created on your TV screen. CBS, FOX, ABC, it doesn't matter which

you're watching.”

As it stands, it’s important to be aware that conventional media are under the control of powerful

in\uences — be it Bill Gates, BlackRock or Vanguard — and their primary intent isn’t to give you

objective information but, rather, to further the agendas of those in\uences.

Who Really Owns the World?

BlackRock and Vanguard also own shares in an impossibly long list of virtually every major

company in the world. Aside from world media, the companies controlled by Blackrock and

Vanguard span everything from entertainment and airlines to social media and communications  —

quite literally everything you can think of, and much that you can’t.

Together, they form a hidden monopoly on global asset holdings, and through their in\uence over

our centralized media, they have the power to manipulate and control a great deal of the world’s

economy and events, and how the world views it all.

In all, BlackRock and Vanguard have ownership in some 1,600 American Erms, which in 2015 had

combined revenues of $9.1 trillion. When you add in the third-largest global owner, State Street,

their combined ownership encompasses nearly 90% of all S&P 500 Erms.

Interestingly, Vanguard also holds a large share of Blackrock. In turn, Blackrock has been called the

"fourth branch of government" by Bloomberg as they are the only private Erm that has Enancial

agreements to lend money to the central banking system.

Owners and stockholders of Vanguard include Rothschild Investment Corp,  Edmond De Rothschild

Holding,  the Italian Orsini family, the American Bush family, the British Royal family, and the du

Pont family, the Morgan, Vanderbilt and Rockefeller families.

Gates Dictates Global Food Policy Too

In addition to his grip on global health and media, Bill Gates’ network also includes global food and

agricultural policy. He’s even one of the largest farmland owners in the U.S.  Were Gates a

proponent of organics, his land ownership would probably be seen as a good thing, but he’s

anything but.

On the contrary, not only is he a longtime proponent of GMOs and toxic agricultural chemicals, he’s

also gone on record urging Western nations to switch to 100% synthetic lab-grown imitation beef,

and has railed against legislative attempts to make sure fake meats are properly labeled, since that

will slow down public acceptance.

Not surprisingly, Gates is Enancially invested in most of his proposed “solutions” to the world’s

problems, be it hunger, disease, viral pandemics or climate change.

It’s these kinds of self-serving endeavors that have earned Gates the unoscial title of the most

dangerous philanthropist in the world. As noted by AGRA Watch,  Vandana Shiva, Ph.D., and others,

Gates’ philanthropy creates several new problems for each one he promises to solve, and can best

be described as “philanthrocapitalism.”

Again and again, Gates’ globalist approach to farming has had devastating consequences for food

and environmental sustainability in general and local food security in particular. It is proEtable for

Gates and his corporate allies, though, and furthers the technocratic plan to control the world by

owning all the world’s resources.

“ [The Great Reset] is a vision for transferring the
world into a totalitarian and authoritarian
surveillance state manipulated by technocrats to
manage traumatized populations, to shift wealth
upward, and serve the interests of elite billionaire
oligarchs. ~ The Defender”

The WEF, founded by technocrat Egurehead Klaus Schwab, is just one of the global

nongovernmental agencies that help promote Gates’ destructive agricultural and fake food agenda.

The Great Reset of Life as We Know It

The Gates Foundation, through its funding of the WEF, also plays an important role in The Great

Reset, which was oscially unveiled during a WEF summit in May 2020. As reported by The

Defender, the Great Reset:

“... is a vision for transferring the world into a totalitarian and authoritarian surveillance

state manipulated by technocrats to manage traumatized populations, to shift wealth

upward, and serve the interests of elite billionaire oligarchs.”

Every conceivable aspect of life and society is scheduled to be “reset” according to their plan —

including global food policies. Leading that speciEc charge is an organization called the EAT Forum,

cofounded by the Wellcome Trust, which describes itself as the “Davos for food.”

The EAT Forum’s largest initiative is called FReSH, which aims to transform the food system as a

whole. Project partners in this venture include Bayer, Cargill, Syngenta, Unilever and Google. EAT

also collaborates with nearly 40 city governments in Europe, Africa, Asia, North America, South

America and Australia, and helps the Gates-funded United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) create

updated dietary guidelines.
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COVID Criminal Network Leads to the Gates of Hell
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola " Fact Checked

The German Club of Clear Words takes a deep dive into the network of individuals and organizations responsible for the COVID scam#

Whether blatantly visible or not, you can identify just about any network by connecting dots between individuals and organizations. Who’s working

with whom, where, and why? Who’s paying whom? And once you’ve done that, you can more clearly identify the motivations behind various decisions

#

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation appears to be near the top, or the center, of this COVID plandemic network. Gates is also a major funder of

mainstream media, and his network extends into global food and climate change policy

#

The Gates Foundation, through its funding of the WEF, also plays an important role in The Great Reset, which was oscially unveiled during a WEF

summit in May 2020

#

Every conceivable aspect of life and society is scheduled to be “reset” according to their plan. Ultimately, that’s where this criminal COVID enterprise

is trying to take us
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As you can see, no matter what network you’re looking at, be it global health, Enance, media,

environmental policy or food, the Gates Foundation, WEF and Wellcome Trust are there, and tying it

all together is The Great Reset plan, with its Fourth Industrial Revolution (another Schwab

concoction), which is the transformation of humanity itself into internet-connected cyborgs.

Ultimately, that’s where this criminal COVID enterprise is trying to take us. To prevent that dystopian

nightmare from becoming our lot, we need to see the hidden networks working behind the scenes.

We need to recognize that decisions are not made by chance. There’s a plan, and decisions in

seemingly disparate areas actually have the identical aim. You can’t see that if you’re thinking that

people, organizations and even countries are working independently.

They are in fact networked, which is what makes them so powerful. The thing that can interrupt or

break that power is public insight into these networks, and understanding that the ultimate goal of

all of them is to “reset” and “rebuild” civilization (“Build Back Better”) into one of their own making.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Enally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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The elites are the ones who are controlling all the power, the ones who are fueling this genocidal tragedy and the ones who drive the

Great Reset. Van Der Pijl's recently published book explains how the various transnational, Enancial, governmental, etc., elite networks

control the media, universities, governments, the productive system, in short power and money, to keep us trapped in their webs and

manage people to satisfy their psychopathic needs. These elites have their own organizations comprising intertwined leaderships

such as The German Club of Clear Words, WEF, World Bank, IMF, Bilderberg, Atlantic Council, Trilateral.

Commission, the G30 group of central banks, etc. These same people make up the corporate boards and top executives of large

corporations. www.paulcraigroberts.org/2022/02/04/we-are-all-ensnared-in-the-elites-..  (04/02/2022) In this framework we can

consider the Klaus Schwab School for covid dictators. There are currently about 1,300 graduates of this school, and the list of alumni

includes several names of those who became leaders of their respective nations' health institutions.

rairfoundation.com/exposed-klaus-schwabs-school-for-covid-dictators-pl..  (10/11/2021) Fauci and

Peter Daszak weren't the only science gatekeepers who privately conspired to hide gain-of-function coronavirus research from the

public. Sir Jeremy Farrar of the British Wellcome Trust also conspired to shut down any debate on the Wuhan lab leak theory. The

former Oxford University professor has been in this in\uential role for eight years, commanding one of the world's richest foundations

while also serving on the Government's ScientiEc Advisory Group for Emergencies.

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9680085/British-head-science-funding-..  (2021)
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Two years ago a patent surfaced showing that the Wuhan coronavirus was born nearly two years before it was released to the

public. Britain's Serco Group approved the patent application and the entities listed as its creators are many of the usual

suspects: DARPA, Bill and Melinda Gates, Defra, Wellcome Trust and the European Commission. Bill Gates also organized Event

201 in the fall of 2019, just a few months before the Chinese virus was released, the plandemic had genocide assured.

stateofthenation.co  As Dr. Mercola has reported, the vaccine against COVID-19 will become an annual application, including

children subjected to the criminal action of several transgenic vaccines, which will be updated each season just like the

seasonal \u vaccine, and the Economic beneEts will go to the elite network that is involved in patents and rights to vaccines.

But this is only part of the loot that is established with the total governance of the globalist elite in this development of power

and corruption of psychotic minds. PREMEDITATED MASS MURDER? DR REINER FUELLMICH'S UPCOMING LEGAL BATTLE

AGAINST GATES, FAUCI & TEDROS rumble.com/vsm05v-premeditated-mass-murder-dr-reiner-fuellmichs-upcomi..

 (01/14/2022) ATTORNEY DR. REINER FUELLMICH: WE HAVE EVIDENCE THAT ICC AND EUROPEAN COURT FOR HUMAN

RIGHTS HAS BEEN INFILTRATED. 25% OF JUDGES HAVE BEEN PAID FOR BY SOROS & GATES.

rumble.com/vuur79-attorney-dr.-reiner-fuellmich.html  (02/13/2022)
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Hi GUI, thanks for your comments to the article. Well said: Klaus Schwab School for Covid dictators. It is all true what you said,

like about the patent. The WEF were hiding in the dark for 30 years and now they have come into the light to reveal their evil

plans. They want a great reset, also a Enancial reset, to get total global control. And they have the means and power to do it, as

they did before to some countries. However everybody seems to ignore that this reset is coming within 8 years, where they want

to make us poor and control us with digital money, so if you don't comply they block you money. It will be a copy of the Chinese

control system with A.I (computers)

~~~*~~ As you said they want to go after the children. They want to even toddlers to get an annual shot. The proof is here in

this shocking video, only 2 minutes long. FDA Exec on Camera Reveals Future COVID Policy "Biden Wants To Inoculate As Many

People As Possible" rumble.com/vv1xl6--project-veritas-fda-eua-bust.html  . There is a longer version, in which he says that

Erst they need to do more studies before giving it to toddlers, is on youtube, but I don't know how long it will be there.

https://youtu.be/6nSXHrmOy8o  Look under the video, some explanation about the content. I will make a transcript under of the

shorter video.
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beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/02/grand-jury-the-court-of-public-o..  --- Grand Jury - Day Two. Introduction    00:00:45

----Alex Thomson (Former GCHQ Oscer) (City of London - great presentation) 00:46:55 --- Matthew Ehret (Journalist, Author,

Historian) 01:57:58 ----- Brian Gerrish (Public Speaker & Investigative Journalist, United Kingdom) 02:21:25 ----- Debi Evans

(Former NHS Registered Nurse) 03:04:00 ---- Whitney Webb (Author & Investigative Journalist, USA) Whistleblower Statements

03:32:15 ----- Introduction 03:36:49 ----- Footage provided by Whistleblower #2 03:40:45 ----- Footage provided by Roman

Mironov 03:43:00 ----- Roman Mironov (Human Rights Defender)
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Christopher Cole, FDA Executive Oscer of Counter measure Initiative: claims he had 20 years experience and that he is involved

in the vaccine approval process, such ass Covid vaccines. TRANSCRIPT:  COLE: If they (Big Pharma) can get every person

required at (to get) an annual vaccine, that is a recurring return of money going into their (Big Pharma) company. REPORTER:

So, how do you know it's already getting approved? COLE: Well, they're not going to ... I mean, just from everything I've heard,

they're (FDA) not going to not approve it (toddler vaccine) .. COLE: I think what's going to happen is, it's going to be a gradual

thing. School's going to mandate it. REPORTER: Why do they (toddlers) need the third one (Covid vaccine)? COLE: Well, for the

same reason you or I would need the third one.

... COLE: So, the three will bolster you system, and then there will be an annual (Covid vaccine) eventually an annual (Covid

shot), just like the \u shot. REPORTER: For the toddlers? COLE: Well, for everyone. REPORTER: So, the toddlers too then will

have to get it annually? COLE: Quit probably. ... COLE: I don't completely agree with their (FDA) ..., the process. REPORTER: What

do you mean you don't agree with the process? COLE: Well, I mean, they don't have ... all the test aren't there. So I agree with the

thing that it's important to inoculate them (toddlers). But you can't provide the parent as much assurity as you normally want to.

... (continue under)
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TRANSCRIPT Continue COLE: It's an EUA (Emergency Use Authorization) for all age groups, all designations, and then you have

to get approved by speciEc age groups based on the study. REPORTER: Do you think, it's really an emergency for the toddlers?

COLE: Well, they're all approved under an emergency. ... COLE: The escacy data doesn't have to be as high. The standard is on

emergency use authorizations is that, it does more beneEt that harm.

Journalist: I thought their cases weren't that high for 6 months to 4-year-olds. COLE: They're not, but it ... because it's related to

Covid, it's under that (EUA) approval process. In the longer video version: COLE: There's almost a billion dollars a year going into

FDA's budget from the people we regulate if they can get every person required an annual vaccine, that is a recurring return of

money going into their company.  ~~*~~ I advice to see the longer video, as it is not so much cut up and the FDA oscial

reaction to the video. In all fairness FDA has not yet decided to give the shots to toddlers, but thinking about it is also absurd

and criminal.

That longer video shows also that the FDA knows the Erst 2 shots were not very effective as they hoped. So why giving it to

toddlers? ~~*~~ So think for yourselves, if they can do this with harmful vaccines, what will they do to you with the coming

great reset?  The annual U.S. trade deEcit with China was $418.9 billion in 2018. So the Chinese don't want the US to collapse as

its highly proEtable for them. So don't look at China as the enemy. The enemy is among us.
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“To prevent that dystopian nightmare from becoming our lot, we need to see the hidden networks working behind the scenes.”

Exactly. Make a start by listing the already indoctrinated students and alumni (or as one sharp minded colleague of mine

described them “those who need to be told what to think”) and the young global leaders Enishing school which is part of Klaus

Schwab’s bootcamp for mind control of potential future politicians. Alumni we know - Merkel, Trudeau, Macron, Ardern, as well

as Pete Buttigieg, Gavin Newsom, Chrystia Freeland, Jose Manuel Barroso,, Nicolas Sakozy, Nikki Haley, Jeff Bezos, Peter Thiel,

Mark Zuckerberg, Gordon Brown.

Look at Macron’s face. Does he look normal? My diagnosis on looks alone would be SRB (stark raving bonkers). Other names to

note: Jeffrey Zients, Stéphane Bancel, Jeremy Howard (“Masks for All"), Leana Wen, Gavin Newsom, Devi Sridhar, Greg Hunt,

Sebastian Kurz, Jens Spahn, ex Prime Minister Labour Party Tony Blair.  In the UK we call him Tory Blair as his policies were

indistinguishable from your average Tory Party policy, proving once and for all that party politics are a rabbit hole not to go

down, another diversionary tactic from where the real power lies.

The Davos psychopaths worked out their strategy long ago : the coronavirus plandemic as a launch pad for global digital

identity tracking. I researched every single name on the oscial young global leaders website which reveals your local

businesses and political wannabees - if possible vote with your wallet to IMMEDIATELY get out of your life. One well known UK

grocery chain will not receive another penny from me. www.algora.com/main.html  youngloballeaders.org.
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Gui, Just to correct your otherwise excellent post: The German Club of Clear Words are of course the independent journalists

exposing the cabal network in the video, not one of the elite players.
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Pete.Smith    does professor Pierre Capel get any mention in the Netherlands or is his voice relegated to the back pages of

discussion much like the cancel culture in the western hemisphere?
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This is truly the Oneness vs. the 1%, (Vandana Shiva.) Oneness, the whole of Humanity & all life in our Garden, Planet Earth vs.

the Predator$. We, the Oneness have tremendous power, as individuals & groups may choose to do any time, on any given day,

in some cases, minute by minute. But it is hard to see due to the many layers, factions, fractures, distractions, deliberate made

scarcity's, destruction of so many things great & small. All presented separated in The Modern Day Tower of Babble. We End

ourselves ruled by a Predator$ global health, Enance, media, environmental policy or food, the Gates Foundation, WEF &

Wellcome Trust tied to The Great Reset plan.

The Predator$ Fourth Industrial Revolution, a world population reduced to 500 million into internet-connected cyborgs. Do you

remotely believe you will be one of the few "allowed" to serve? Would you really want to? As Vandana Shiva, Ph.D., exposes

Gates supposed "generosity" is thinly disguised colonialism slave system. I submit, actually very little to no Capitalism. Gates’

globalist approach to everything actually destroys what it claims to Ex, to then to consolidate all into his & the Predator$ claws.

His approach to farming & food alone shows how he & the Predator$ destroy what works & then hides behind slick PR

propaganda campaign to promote an image of safe, sanitary, vegan foods, when they are nothing of the sort.

They are the same Ag-a-cide soaked toxic health, life destroying swill we have been increasingly fed for decades. So have our

cows, & livestock. We cannot vote the Predator$ out of their rigged system, because we never voted them in. Oneness has the

solution. Oneness is the Solution. We Are One Life, it is One Light to let us see this, we have One Love to make it happen.

Predator$ need not apply, take a one-way ticket to Mars, further would be greatly appreciated.
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Thanks Pete.Smith, Cabochon, David, epi-cure and Just, for your valuable input. Humanity is moving on a path towards global

corporate governance where transnational corporations would not only in\uence public policy, but write the policies and vote on

them. The power of nation-states and people to determine their future would be weakened in a system of corporate

governance. In globalization, the WEF believes that governance must be redesigned. The World Economic Forum's solution is a

larger role for multinational corporations in decision-making and the weakening of nation-states. Klaus Schwab wrote: “Every

country, from the United States to China, must participate, and every industry, from oil and gas to technology, must transform.

In short, we need a 'Great Reset' of capitalism." The World Economic Forum says they must seize the "opportunity" presented by

the coronavirus response and economic decline. In other words, they should scare people into thinking that these changes can

prevent us from experiencing another crisis after COVID-19 wears off. The World Economic Forum has become a vast

anti-democratic elite designed to destroy your work, steal your prosperity, and rob your children of a future. A "Great Awakening"

is likely to happen this year as people galvanize against the continued manipulation of the mainstream media in promoting the

"Great Reset" advocated by the WEF.
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Dr. Robert Malone, who has had the courage to expose the grave dangers of PEzer and Moderna's experimental "vaccines" that

led to censorship on Twitter, YouTube and Facebook, said the public is waging an information war with the mainstream media,

which fails to assess the truth and enforces the narrative of Big Tech and Big Pharma. Malone said that he always looks for the

bright side of things; "If humanity recognizes its interconnectedness and the importance of community, integrity and human

dignity during this moment in history, we will have a Great Awakening in response to the Great Reset," Malone said. “People

were coming to me talking about the Great Reset. And I was like, 'Ah, this crazy talk,' but then it's all documented and then you

see it get implemented.

Here it is, they are proud of it. They don't hide it." Malone sat down for an interview with Kristi Leigh to talk about how her eyes

widened. "It's been a series of epiphanies that have made me realize there's no advantage to being circumspect and trying to be

a good guy in this environment," Malone said. "This is a complete media war, an information war, a 21st century political war like

we've never seen before, and globally coordinated." One big discovery that really shocked Malone is the fact that the World

Economic Forum (WEF) is not a benevolent entity, and neither is its "Great Reset" agenda.
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Malone acknowledges that the plan is unfolding before our very eyes and that the Wuhan coronavirus "vaccines" are a big part

of how it is. being fulElled. Malone says this whole thing has been a "wake-up trip" for him, and something he never expected.

He says that now he too Ends himself in the "center of the storm" because of this "resistance".

www.lifesitenews.com/news/mrna-pioneer-dr-robert-malone-warns-of-full-..  (10/01/2022 ) freeworldnews.tv/watch  

Luckily we also have leaders who Eght to defend freedom. Republican Senator Rand Paul has issued a statement calling on

patriotic Americans to rise up against the tyrannical government of Joe Biden to "resist" the "Great Reset" through mass civil

disobedience. neonnettle.com/news/16215-rand-paul-resist-the-great-reset-they-can-t-..  (2021) The reality is that people's

rights are being violated, criminal attacks are being promoted that act outside the framework of numerous capital, criminal, civil

and international laws that have been and are, at this very moment, being scandalously violated by the criminals of the COVID

War used as a vehicle for the Great Reset, targeting a globalist market of power and money of the great elite.

After being de-platformed off all the social media, Dr. Zev Zelenko boldly exposes “the demons” behind this the eugenics

depopulation agenda: Vanguard and Black Rock are stakeholders across industry, media, academia and politics. Vanguard and

Black Rock invest in each other through something called ring ownership, they are a monopoly that owns everything. The main

stakeholders of this monopoly are perfectly described in the link: www.globalresearch.ca/.../5761565  (November 16, 2021)
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Countries from around the world are represented in the World Economic Forum's latest crop of 112 potential globalist leaders.

This class joins such luminaries of the radical left as Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, Peter Buttigieg, Emmanuel Macron, Gavin Newsom,

Angela Merkel, Jacinda Ardern, and many others. According to its website, the Young Global Leaders are made up of "more than

1,400 members and alumni from 120 nationalities." Individuals are trained to be "[A]nlined with the mission of the World

Economic Forum", to "advance public-private cooperation in the global public interest", they are the integral part of Davos. The

"Fourth Industrial Revolution" is Klaus Schwab's vision to remake humanity and the global economy, the launchpad is the "Great

Reset" and the vehicle for the Great Reset, of course, is the coronavirus pandemic.

rairfoundation.com/exposed-meet-klaus-schwabs-2021-class-of-great-rese..  (12/26/2021)
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@Guillermou: Now I'm really confused! Why are you including the German Club of Clear Words as part of the reset crowd? I don't

get it.
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Guillermou, isn't it funny how many of graduates of Schwab's Young Leaders are now in power, Macron, Trudeau, Freeland,

Merkel. Elections give the masses a false sense of democracy when the vote counters select the winner.
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Horsea understand that Sir Jeremy Farrar of the British Wellcome Trust and many other members of The German Club of Clear

Words and other Enancial, government and globalist leaders are involved in the Great Reset and are also in the Klaus Schwab

School for dictators of covid. There are currently about 1,300 graduates of this school, and the list of alumni includes several

names of those who became leaders of their respective nations' health institutions.

rairfoundation.com/exposed-klaus-schwabs-school-for-covid-dictators-pl..  (10/11/2021)
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Hey Gui, thanks for sharing Dr. Malones journey of revelation, very interesting how no one is completely lost if they choose to

step out of their cave & see the Light.
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Yes, Rovatec, it is clear that power is strengthened by belonging to networks that have a large network of leaders of the

globalist elite. Schwab's Young Leaders Graduate School provides a degree for advancement in political, Enancial and business

life. The rich and powerful groups that are determined to win at all costs to satisfy their interests. The big money in\uences the

polls with the big media groups who are loyal to the hand that feeds them. We will always have lobbying taking place at all levels

of government, including federal, state, county, municipal, and local governments.

In Washington, DC, lobbying typically targets members of Congress, although there have been efforts to in\uence executive

agency oscials as well as Supreme Court appointments. Lobbying can have an important in\uence on the political system; for

example, a 2014 study suggested that special interest lobbying enhanced the power of elite groups and was a factor in

changing the nation's political structure toward an oligarchy in which average citizens have "little or no independent in\uence." ".

www.cambridge.org/core/journals/perspectives-on-politics/article/testi..
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Thanks Just, for your appreciation, yes, Dr. Malone has seen the truth of the framework promoted by vaccination. ,and its

revelations A new peer-reviewed study by researchers at Stanford University Ends that the spike protein created by COVID

vaccines remains in the body much longer than previously believed and at higher levels than those of vaccines. seriously ill

COVID-19 patients. Dr. Malone described the results as a possible "public health policy nightmare" in an analysis on his

Substack page: A HEALTH PUBLIC POLICY NIGHTMARE. rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../a-health-public-policy-nightmare

 (08/02/2022)
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GUI, Pete, thank you for your comments. I recently came across a quote from Rudolph Steiner, Father of Anthroposophy: “In the

future, we will eliminate the soul with medicine. Under the pretext of ‘a healthy point of view’ there will be a vaccine which the

human body will be treated as soon as possible directly at birth, so that the human being cannot develop the thought of the

existence of soul and Spirit”. Seems like this is where it is all being pushed? On the subject of Gate’s intention to remove all

meat from our diet, here in the U.K. Lancashire schools have just introduced a “no meat please” policy for pupils in their lunch

boxes. Thin end of the wedge, same as the Welsh governments piloting of the Universal Allowance. Sad times indeed.
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Dan Crenshaw (a Republican) is also a graduate of the global leaders program. A wolf in sheep’s clothing.
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Thanks Glastian, Sad times but hope for the good Medicines. Yes, Rudolph Steiner's anthroposophical medicine has clear

connections with Holistic Medicine and the rejection of transhumanism promoted by vaccines. The basis of it is in 4 main

factors of human life that operate in health and disease: physical, functional-biological, psychic-autonomous and spiritual

aspects, recognized and speciEcally treated. The disease, whether functional or pathological, is fundamentally seen as an

imbalance or abnormal functioning between the four factors in the organism of a sick person that must be corrected and

harmonized functionally.

The symptoms are seen as an attempt by the human organism to deal inadequately or inappropriately with the underlying

pathology. Therefore, the symptoms should not be suppressed, unless the life of the patient or an organ is in danger, but they

should be properly oriented with natural remedies, conscientiously prescribed, or other modalities, to overcome the disease and

recover the balance of the Health. Anthroposophic medicine generally attempts at the same time to support the patient's own

healing abilities (salutogenesis) in the context of its four stated factors. journals.sagepub.com/.../2164956120973634
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Heroic George Mason University law professor Todd Zywicki sued his employer last year over its vaccine mandate for faculty

and staff. His argument was clear: he had existing (demonstrable) antibody immunity from an earlier covid infection, and thus

his immunologist considered a vaccine both potentially harmful and medically unethical. The New Civil Liberties Alliance

successfully represented Zywicki in US District Court, forcing school administrators to grant a medical exemption.

 www.globalresearch.ca/heroic-gmu-law-professor-todd-zywicki-defeats-va..  (02/15/2022) You can listen to the interview with

Professor Zywicki at the link: .aneighborschoice.com/Eghting-university-booster-mandates-with-todd-zy..

 | nclalegal.org/2021/08/george-mason-univ-caves-to-nclas-lawsuit-over-va..
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gui - is change possible? - I have spoken to people who considerr themselves to be intelligent - the MRNA |vaccine| as

distinguidhed from conventional vaccines has eluded their grasp - there is DANGER but the Zombie perspective refuses to

believe this because they haven't seen it on the Devil's Box - this is the AUTHORITY that all Zombies believe in
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Yes, Stan, you have said it very well, the zombie culture has fallen into the hands of tyrants, in a fake pandemic planned by

globalists, including Bill Gates, George Soros, Jeff Bezos, Jack Dorsey, Mark Zuckerberg, etc. It is a continuation of what was

heard by Bill Gates about the use of new vaccines, health care and reproductive services to reduce the world population by

billions of people, with preference for the weak, and the elderly. Eliminate all rights of American citizens that are granted in the

Constitution through fear-based propaganda. Turn people into zombies to convince them that they need a new schedule of

"vaccines", programmed as terrorist weapons that ends with total control, including microchips for monitoring, medication and

mind control.

Financial activity is a great base of the Great Reset. BlackRock and Vanguard, two of the world's "big three" asset managers, are

also among the top three shareholders of COVID vaccine makers PEzer, Moderna, and Johnson & Johnson, meaning the two

giants of the investment will beneEt from the increasing earnings and proEts of these companies. the resulting increase in the

share prices of those companies. They also have ownership stakes in technology companies that develop vaccine passports

and digital wallets. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/corporate-vaccine-mandates-passpor..  (02/16/2022)
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well said Gui - I beg to differ concerning your statement of preferehnhtial death treastment for the elderly and the weak - I see it

as WHOLESALE MURDER - psychopaths want to kill in order to feel important - maybe, they have started with the elderly, like the

Nazi euthanasia Program - but they will murder anything alive - the vaccinations prove this
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Thanks GUI, very good link you gave, everybody must see it. These foundations are instrumental for geopolitical destabilization.

So I repeat your link: www.globalresearch.ca/.../5761565  . Dr Zelenko said it well: "I'm a conspiracy realist." However he forget

to name deep state, and CFR (Council of foreign policy), which includes many journalists, media owners, and CIA.  They work

together in breaking countries, like so called Facebook revolutions and color/\ower revolutions, look like spontaneous uprising,

but are highly organised and US funded, meaning coup d'etat, and bringing their chosen leaders into power as we have seen so

many times, for global control and steal the nation's money.

~*~Who are the members of the Council of foreign policy? Its membership numbers 5,103, including senior politicians,

numerous secretaries of state, CIA directors, bankers, lawyers, professors, and senior media Egures. CFR meetings convene

government oscials, global business leaders and prominent members of the intelligence and foreign-policy community to

discuss international issues. They have an inner circle with more power, like the Trilateral Commission (a secretive

members-only group with designs to remove the borders between Canada, U.S. and Mexico in the pursuit of eventual world

governance)

See this article: Council on Foreign Relations; Controlling the World Since

 togetherwewin.com/new-world-order/secret-societies/foreign-relations  Hillary Clinton, a CFR, has explicitly conErmed that the

Council unoscially runs the U.S. State Department, and has virtually taken control of the entire world. Clinton said that she got

her orders from the CFR, so she admits that the CFR runs the Government ... The CFR’s agenda includes a One World

Government. They promote mass-immigration so countries lose their identity. Both Democrats and Republicans are members of

the CFR. George Soros is a member of the CFR and co-founder of WEF
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Thanks Pete.Smith, for the reference to the Trilateral Commission. Yes, the original stated goal of the TC Trilateral Commission

was to create "a new international economic order." Knowing you have to crack eggs to make an omelet, consider how the

following TC members, in key Obama posts, can help create more national chaos; erase our sovereign national borders; and

install binding international agreements that will wrap our economy and money in a deeper global collective: a new world order.

The TC has no interest in strengthening the US economy.

Tim Geithner, Secretary of the Treasury; James Jones, National Security Advisor; Paul Volker, Chairman of the Economic

Recovery Committee; Dennis Blair, Director of National Intelligence As part of the end game of creating a new international

currency, ushering in a de facto globalist management system for the entire planet. Several other notable members of the

Trilateral: George HW Bush; BillClinton; *** Cheney; Al Gore. The Erst three men helped push the US further into debt by

fomenting wars abroad; and the cap-and-trade model would destroy industrial economies, while vastly increasing the number of

people in Third World countries without access to modern energy sources.

blog.nomorefakenews.com/?s=Trilateral+Commission+Endgame&submit=Se..
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THIS GYM OWNER IN MAUI IS ONE OF MY HEROES, by Steve Kirsch Paul Romero, the owner of Makena CrossFit in Maui, is a

man of courage: he walks the "do not comply" talk in his gym. But he's gone beyond that: he convinced Safeway to make masks

optional on Maui. stevekirsch.substack.com/p/this-gym-owner-in-maui-is-one-of?token=eyJ1..  (02/16/2022)
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LETTER FROM A COERCED MOTHER. By Robert W Malone MD Teacher unions are not qualiEed to set public health policy

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/letter-from-a-coerced-mother?token=eyJ1c2VyX..  (02/17/2022)
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Hi Gui, great posts, Thank you. And excellent exposé and light shining, by Dr.M.   IMO looks like the actions of a huge, dark,

secret “club” . I recently read there’s a global wide alliance which has from their beginning had “a clearly deEned program: (1)

abolition of all ordered government; (2) abolition of private property; (3) abolition of inheritance; (4) abolition of patriotism (5)

abolition of all religions; (6) abolition of family, morality, and control of education of children; (7) creation of a world

government." And this is all to be used against the global masses, not the faithful and corrupt club members.

They are doing their satanic thing - warring and hating humanity, and God. Now's the time, we must take a stand against their

agenda, and pick a side. As a Christian, I recommend all people look towards joining our body / vibration. As Jesus proclaimed,

“I am the truth, the life and the way”, and Jesus loves, and represents all people who resonate with Goodness, and let him into

their hearts. God bless.
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Dear Luvvvy, yes, these globalist elites are doing satanic things: they have an excessive pride, an arrogance that leads a person

to be equal to God or put in antagonism with God. They follow their criteria selEshly, self-deceiving. Vanity reigns in their hearts,

conceit, because they believe they are very important, they show arrogance, they do not accept criticism or debate, their ends

prevent it These psychopaths despise humility, because their hearts are full of pride. What the humble wants is to recognize

more and more their total dependence on God. Humility is walking in truth, famous phrase of Saint Teresa of Jesus.

In Plato's Republic, Socrates explains them through a doctrine of the three parts of the soul, suggesting that a person is prudent

when knowledge of how to live (wisdom) informs his reason, brave when informed reason governs his capacity for anger ,

tempered when it also governs your desires, and just when each part performs its proper tasks with informed reason in control.

The true leaders serve humanity from a dedication and unconditional love, it is a generosity in order to be respected,

establishing dependent relationships where their role of helping and serving the needs of the body and soul predominates. His

words are full of wisdom: “As a Christian, I recommend all people look towards joining our body / vibration. As Jesus

proclaimed, “I am the truth, the life and the way”, and Jesus loves, and represents all people who resonate with Goodness.”
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Wow, wonderful reply Gui, Muchas Gracias!! You understand so much. I think that if people just "follow the crumbs", it becomes

apparent which path they are on, and what they are being led towards.  If the crumbs being followed are falling off the loaf of

death, abolition of freedoms, and pride then people can expect to End themselves entering the "Gates of Hell" and miserable But

if they follow the crumbs coming from the Bread of LIfe*, then they can expect to live with their freedoms and love, with the True

God and blessings. I pray we all choose which path we travel on, wisely.  *Jesus said to them, “I am the bread of life. Whoever

comes to me will never be hungry, and whoever believes in me will never be thirsty.” John 6:35
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@Gui. Thanks for explaining things to me, i.e., re Club of Clear Words.  You know, when push comes to shove, "they" have no

power that isn't given to them by police, armies, etc. That is why recruits are carefully chosen and trained to be mindlessly

obedient. Yes, I know there's always a few exceptions. They ALL need to do a Jason Bourne, though, if we are going to extricate

ourselves from this demonic system - a system that 99% of us never questioned because our own lives were kind of comfy.

Eating, sleeping, enjoying ourselves...
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Just about the dumbest thing I've seen in my lifetime is the turn-around among the gullible public on support for a conEscatory

estate tax. The tax code is complex, always rife with special interest in\uence. There is, however, one simple leveling

mechanism. When you die, if you have immense wealth to the point of being the equivalent of modern-day royalty (which is

EXACTLY what the founders of western democracies were running away from because they destroy life for everybody OTHER

THAN royalty) it is NOT passed on to your coddled, entitled heirs to continue to control the so-called democracies to their own

beneEt. I'm not talking about taxing away the assets of your local entrepreneurs when they die. There is no good to come from

allowing these elite billionaire families to dominate the world generation after generation.
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@ epi-cure. Pierre Capel, he is know to people who are against vaccinations, but main stream media ignore him.
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It's obvious that the elites did not inject themselves with the covid vaccines. Does anyone know how they avoided the jabs?
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Gui, Lets call them what they truly are...Evilites! Straight up pure evil.
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Cabochon: stark raving bonkers! What a hoot! I would add that the guy has the name Emmanuel, & Mark/Macron; which Ets to a

't' his megalomaniacal 'new crusader' Romanist attitude in the 'new' radical humanist ecumenical union so long as Rome& these

few highest up& deepest in cronies& initiates head the table,& Et into the upper echelons of the pyramid under the big pretender

at the top! Macron's family tree& connections are interesting. I remember when we were trying to Egure out what was going on

w/ the inEltration& transformation of many local independent churches,& those in associations already taken at the top.

CFR Rick Warren Egures in there, too,& now they're everywhere& running Laodicea in fullblown mystical humanist, radical

ecumenical, already rejoined w/ Rome fornicating union. The strong, biblical alumni of Tennessee Temple (the few remaining)

nonetheless made suscient hue& cry to catch our attention when Tony Blair was received there (shortly afterwards he 'returned

to Rome': well, surprise, surprise!): the same hierarchy there misleading the young on Donald Trump w/ their 'Donald Bible'

blah-blah mysticism handily hiding the Norman Vincent Peale craft, & sodomite mentoring connections to these same elites,not

to mention 'overlooking' the Benny Hinn/Paula White phony evangelical boo& woo, impure as they come& connected to Rome

like all the rest cringe-show.

The King James called it& Rome only 'accepts' everyone in her brand of ecumenism if she's riding the whole she-bang,her craft

trumping theirs. Who holds more property than any entity on this earth? Whose covert intel gathering, manipulating model do

they all emulate& ape? Well, well, well! Their rock isn't like our Rock (Deu 32 KJB), & there isn't any pope in the Bible, that's

Babylonian Pontifex Maximus. Jesus said call no man on earth father, you have one father in heaven; Peter had a wife& was a

living stone. But Rome has a 'white' one & a 'black' rock in her builders' project. Go Egure.
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One does not need to connect dots to understand what is going on, unless you have means to totally get rid rid of the perpetrators of

this underhanded, fowl group. Expose them, so what ?? I would really like to know what can effectively be done directly about them ??

Put a huge price on their scalps ? What was happening when all this started this round, is that MANY alternative preventions,

treatments, and cures for virus infections were downplayed, surpressed, ignored and simply just withheld from the public. That made it

clear from the onset of the plandemic what these people were up to.

Best for us, is to group together and develop effective counter measures and cost the crooks as much money as one can. Alternative

medea, some scientiEc research that we can trust and try and pre-empt them. I am guessing they have burnt their vingers badly this

round already with the deaths and damage caused by their "vax"rubbish. Look at what is happening with the truckers world wide. It is a

sociological occurence. Actions cause automatic reactions with humans.

That is how we have been put together. If one steps outside the laws by which our Creator, created us and the universe, you will be

hammered, by implication! I doubt Gates can go anywhere he wants to in public anymore. Can you think what will happen if he landed

between those truckers and they were properley informed ? What about his children ? Dont forget that very many people have learnt a

very serious lesson, in many respects, this round. And they are not EVER to be allowed to forget it.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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For now anything worthwhile doing usually starts with one person. Anything one can do that does not feed the Beast is one

more foundation block back to living a full life worth living.
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Steve, like paying cash for things. Cash Fridays is a start.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM
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@chantalsalzmanngmail.com, "Expose them, so what ?? I would really like to know what can effectively be done directly about

them ??" Alexander Solzhenitsyn and the citizens of Romania against the Ceaucescus stated and demonstrated what can be

done--and must be done--directly to them: Ambush them, and execute them. They have initiated violence against us. Each of us

has the right to defend ourselves, including using deadly force to that end. There is no peaceful resolution possible with these

sociopaths and psychopaths. The only solution is to confront them, and physically go through them. Make them the corpses

that they expressly thirst to make of us.
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Yup, start saving cash, use it the way we want & keep it out of their system. Make up our own currency good among within our

local community. Sticks, shells, wampum belts, all kinds of objects used throughout history. Money is trading our skills, time or

resources indirectly. The Wizards of Banking make it all more complicated than need be. Their version creates debt that

in\ation cannot keep up with. (Seriously, sticks. Notched then split down the middle. One half stayed with bank, the other with

you. Bring yours back & they would give you your gold. Script checks were backed up by the sticks. No stick, no gold.)
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Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Chantalsalzman, right now Reiner Fuellmich and other lawyers have teamed up to conduct a public grand jury trial in which the

public becomes jurors. Whether or not the court of public opinion has legal authority I do not know, but I do know that public

opinion deEnitely does affect the socio political structure. Why else is the censorship machine happening, and why is the media

used to manipulate minds? Because, contrary to popular belief, what we the people think ,matters plenty! I suggest passing

around the links to the grand jury trial as a way to start and to open up minds. And do this with anybody except colleagues,

friends and family. Do it with everybody who has power and outreach. See my list of suggestions lisetetrault's thread.

odysee.com/.../Grand-Jury-1-EN:0
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I pay cash all the time. Right now I am trying to get my adult children to get their funds out of H+ntingt+n and putting them into

a local credit union.
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Arthurrieloutlook, do you mean putting the latest high tech tracking devices on Gates, Schwab, Soros and watching their

locations till one of our many hired, trained snipers can take them out? Drone strikes at the next summit meeting at the WEF? Or

just get in one of our personal jets and drop a bomb on Davos in March? Excellent ideas. I nominate you to bell the cat. And pay

for all the sniper training/salaries, surveillance equipment, drones, bombs, jet.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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Solzhenitzhen was Russian & his weapons were truth & the pen. His mistake was not realizing that these same elites had

inEltrated & transformed America by revising & undermining her history, her Constitution, her institutions: not the least of which

is education...& media. The 'conservative' feint deceived so many! After his last visit to America, he returned to Russia

despondent, realizing that not only biblical Christianity was almost dead in America, but her Constitution & identity with it. No

more hope of the free world, but corporatist owned & corporatist controlled through these entities tying back to the Gramma &

Grampa of 'em all: Rome. He knew his Bible, & he knew that taking up arms against the one world powers monolith was as futile

as the infant body of Christ directly taking on Rome in her earlier world empire mode.

What took that down was the word of God & truth...but men forget, & power corrupts corruptible men: absolute power

absolutely: there is none righteous, no not one. Save the Lord Jesus Christ who is both the Son of Man, the Son of God.

 Wurmbrandt knew, too....but his ecumenical, any Bible associations, like Graham; & his trust in America to stand for God & the

rights of each man before him, or at least attached to the evident truth & conscience testifying to God, rather than selling out to

corporatism, tempted, misled & taken by inEltrating traitors, was misplaced, too.

Like Solzhenitzhen's. His ministry was inEltrated & taken to mysticism with a deceitful, violent, impure & merchandising twist.

Days of Noe & Lot. And Rev 17-18 testifying what that is. His son forced out & to an obscure existence to avoid endangering

Christians in sensitive situations, needing what little support he could offer in the eternal endeavor, better there than the

lawsuits no one can afford to win, temporal wealth &power transfer.  Fast&pray, inform, resist in a 1,000 ways: but direct force is

the excuse to total annihilation they look for.
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wow thiis is a great article. it should go viral. But who will read it.  people are so asleep. Maybe the Canadian Truckers Freedom

convoy will wake some of them up. Will the US convoy wake people up???Thank you Dr. Mercola for all your work. I have been

supporting you in different ways.
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Seems like some clearly see what is going on while most remain blissfully blind. I have very highly educated children, they are

intelligent people who think I'm nuts when I tell them about what's really going on. I fear most for my grandbabies the little

innocents don't have a chance with obtuse parents. I am sure that is all in the plan of the evil doers.
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I think we bloggers and readers, should take responsibility to help the cause of spreading the word. The last place in the world

to do that is with family and friends, who will only turn against us. Instead, I suggest we be very strategic about this, considering

who has in\uence and outreach. Consider, among others (this is not a complete list) downloading this article and sending it to:

~Lawyers. ~Doctors, especially retired (working doctors may be under duress from the government, fearing delicensure if they

speak out). ~Friendly underground media journalists. ~School parent-teacher associations.

School PTAs have tremendous political clout, with in\uence over politicians, health departments, school boards, school

principals. They talk to their kids, to other parents, to school principals and teachers, thereby waking up several cross sectors.

~College newsletter editors. College students are vocal, passionate, less inhibited about raising their voice than many other

cross sectors. They talk to other college students and their parents, thereby awakening two cross sectors in society. With good

strategy, we can win! Please post your further thoughts, thank you all!
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Right on all points lisetetrault. Great article, but like most everything worth reading these days, it's preaching to the choir. But

what else can be done? We can only hope more wake up if the information is available. I'm not optimistic. My training is in

mathematics, I try to see things rationally by nature and my education solidiEed that tendency. Here's the situation. The evil

forces control every single institution. Almost every mega-billionaire you can think of is Ermly on the dark side. People, in

general, simply are not rational.

They lack both the ability and inclination for it. Sure there is a minority who sees clearly. But too small to be a critical mass, they

are overwhelmed by the sheeple following their beloved, but evil leaders. This has been human history - all of it. The last few

hundred years were an anomaly - we are inevitably reverting to the norm. But I am rational, which means I'm well aware that I

don't know it all and can be dead wrong. I sure hope so.
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Mirandola, I share this information with anyone open to minded enough to listen. Some family, some friends, some neighbors.

My preacher listens. So does my local sheriff who attends our church. The small business owners and farmers hear me out. My

family is waking up too. Those who are dead set in the narrative are obviously not good picks for this info. It differs from person

to person.
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Randyfast
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There you have it! The global plan to take over the world, all laid out for you. I've tried to get people to take a close look at that

"Strategic Alliance" wheel. Perhaps they will do it now...perhaps not. This is what I would call the ultimate article in exposing the true

evil that controls virtually everything on the planet. The links/relationships are all laid out; the usual suspects, as well as many entities,

I'm sure most of us have never even heard of. Just when you think you have all the pieces of the puzzle - out pops this revelation! Is

there anyone/any way to get this info to Reiner Fuellmich?

I can't think of a better way to expose these evil minions and hold them accountable; if that's even possible; given their in\uence

across the globe! If anyone recalls; I've been saying from the beginning that covid was nothing more than a Weapon of Mass

Distraction and a Means to an End! Is it not perfectly clear now? I've been saying for a long time that this society is totally controlled by

the oligarchs. Do you believe me now? I would suggest that you all save this article as a PDF and distribute it as far and as wide as you

can!
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That's the truth, a Weapon of Mass Distraction to set up the Predator$ Weapon of Mass Destruction. I really don't think you need

to worry about the education thing, you have the proper education the Predator$ fear most. Just saying.
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Thanks, Steve. The Re-education system didn't have enough time to fully brainwash me and I recovered quickly. ;) There's not an

educational system on the planet that can teach you logic, reasoning and wisdom!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have to disagree just slightly, the School of Hard Knocks & an older person who knows how to share their experiences. You

must have had at least one.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randy, Have to run, here's an interesting and (thankfully) brief interview PlanetLockdown had with Martin Armstrong recently.

He is an amazing guy, and like Judy Micovits, was imprisoned about 7 years while the govt demanded access to his computer

codes...he Enally got out and resumed his work. He had a longer interview w Del BigTree on the Highwire 2 weeks ago. Martin

gives his projection and quite a different view of what's next for the world, maybe: Martin Armstrong | Interview Excerpt | Planet

Lockdown Film - www.bitchute.com/.../kD1l7j00QHV4  - see what you think! Some individual govts are about bankrupt from this

diversion of a Plandemic...to be cont'd?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Contact Reiner Fuellmich here www.fuellmich.com/kontakt  Instructions are in German, but the site has an English button too.

As for the plan, it can still be toppled. It has been studied, all it can take sometimes, is one single voice to change a crowd

dynamic. T his is true. I have seen it in action. We all have seen it with Martin Luther King, Ghandi, and many others. Let us be

encouraged, not discouraged.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Thank you, Mirandola. Rreal; I have to run (cycle) also. I'll check it out later.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM
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Is this where the next plannedemic will come from, created in a lab once again – and this time not blame the Chinese but blame the

Russians and/or the Jehudim (Jews)? Look at the 2-15-2022 NYT page D1 article ‘History May Hold Clues To the Path of Covid-19’ by

Gina Kolata. The article speculates that the respiratory pathogen behind the Russian \u epidemic of 1889 causing lingering

exhaustion in those who recovered from it may have been a coronavirus. The article tries to get 3 points across to the reader: 1. That

today’s coronavirus like 1889 alleged Russian coronavirus is a Natural phenomenon 2.

To get used to the idea of yearly Covid shots forever (setting up big proEts for Big Pharma): ‘If today’s coronavirus behaves more like

the \u, immunity against respiratory viruses is \eeting. That might mean a future of yearly Covid shots.’ 3. Using the idea of cracking

the ‘mystery’ of the pathogen for US-Americans and English to get their hands on it: ‘There is, though, a way to solve the mystery of the

Russian \u. Molecular biologists now have the tools to pull shards of old virus from preserved lung tissue from Russian \u victims and

Egure out what sort of virus it was. Some researchers are now on the hunt for such preserved tissue in museums and medical

schools…’

Question: why would anyone want to start hunting for these pathogens of old pandemics unless your aim is sinister, another

‘gain-of-function’ (bioweaponization) experimentation? In current times of pestilence artiEcially generated by the West and immorally

selling vaccines and drugs to cure it – this is what it’s telling me it is. If it looks like a MaEoso, sounds like a MaEoso, and acts like a

MaEoso – it’s Antonius Fraudci. Pray for Canada, pray for Russia, and pray for the whole World. Somebody save the Anglo-Saxon elite

from himself! Nuremberg 2022: USA, England, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa. Good People of Earth Unite!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I End the racism and bashing very objectionable. And commonly, people always confuse "The Jews" with the State of Israel.

They are far from the same. Please stop the racial lingo and stop the snake poison. We all have to learn to get along in life. If

there are individuals who are behind a certain movement, it is very appropriate and important to name those individuals. Thank

you.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You said it, Mirandola. They also think Soros and the Rothschilds are typical Jews. I know a number of Jews. Many are friends.

They are nothing like Georgie. There is only one George Soros. Thank goodness!
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God knows he created all men of one race: that of mankind, & in his image. Genesis 1-3 KJB. All men of one blood. Acts 17 KJB.

He is quite capable of sorting goats & sheep, & he doesn't do it by 'race', nor will he need men's help. They do tend to manifest

what they are though.  Men who misuse the Bible today as the antichrist kingdom culminates in the time of Jacob's trouble (Jer

30 KJB) and Daniel's 70th week (Daniel 9-12, Rev 6-20) before the Lord's return with his saints, to their own political ends &

views, immediate gain, and counter to what the scripture actually says in its entirety are like the Pharisees, Sadduccees &

Herodians whom Jesus warned & warned against when he came as the Lamb of God to take away the sin of the world.

At his Erst coming. They are like Jannes & Jambres that the Lord warned us of through the apostle Paul, who resisted Moses &

Aaron...men of craft misusing the rod of authority. God's men preach & wield it in submission to it, not 'using it' to their ends. He

will come for his own (1 Thess 4-5; 2 Thess 2; & Luke 21:36 Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted

worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass,& to stand before the Son of man.) & it's best to be in & with Christ

before that terrible time when the spiritual warfare will be open & visible, now in that body where there is neither Jew nor Greek,

but Christ all & in all.

It gets harder: Hebrews 11:1 Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen. ....so, it's by grace,

no works, & always by faith...but that visible brings greater responsibility, a different& harder evidence of faith, almost sure

martyrdom. At the end of that time he returns to judge the counterfeit, the nations joined to him...no more a sacriEcial lamb, but

as Judge & King. Gotta humble yourself in repentance acknowledging need, receiving the sacriEce, before one can stand before

& with the Son, the Judge & King.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you noticed, all these people attend conferences and have their meetings in countries where no guns (practically no guns) exist.

They \y around in their private jets, that leave from private airports, to avoid TSA, media, and anyone else that might recognize them.

They live in the world of LALA land. When something as simple as a civilized protest against mandates occurs it throws these people

off guard. We're supposed to be obedient little sheeple! I'm disappointed to see the Truckers in Canada giving in to tyranny, but that

should let everyone know that all hope isn't lost (yet). These truckers had a lot to lose by doing what they did. Just think what it will be

like when these same people have nothing left to lose.

That peaceful protest will turn into a government overthrow! Jan 6th will look like a cakewalk! We must keep the USA free. It will mean

we have to vote against the career politicians even if it means voting against any political party you stand for or think you stand for. We

have to push for policies that limit how long people like Fauci can stay in any leadership position. We can't allow anyone like Bill Gates

in\uencing government, education, or healthcare. Last, but deEnitely not the least, we can't have lobbyist in the position of power.

Biden nominated a hard core Big Pharma lobbyist to head the FDA.

So we now have Big Pharma's #1 guy calling the shots at the FDA.

www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/senate-conErms-bidens-pick-to-lead-th..  This guarantees all mRNA vaccines getting approved

moving forward! This should be illegal, and yet us tax paying citizens have no say in the matter. Here's the list of Republicans that

voted for Robert Califf as FDA director: Mitt Romney, R-Utah; Susan Collins, R-Maine; Lisa Murkowski, R-Alaska; Roy Blunt, R-Missouri;

Patrick Toomey, R-Pennsylvania; and Richard Burr, R-N.Carolina. It's par for the course with Mitt Romney.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Birds of a feather \ock together. Biden is slowly Elling the swamp back up. Most of these people are pure criminals. They are

anything but social servants looking out for their constituents. They are shysters. Unfortunately, that's most of the people on

both sides of the isle! They are shamless about it. MSM is in on the ponzi scheme.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JamNjim, our new "leader of the federal death assocn" will have to address massive numbers of new and recurring cancer

cases, most stemming from this mRNA technology - doubt he will have much time to be concerned about dangerous, failing

shots...
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We also need to End a way to eliminate the monied interests from in\uencing politics. I don't know how this would be done, but

it surely is at the root of our political evils. Better said, it is corruption itself at the root, since a person of ethic will never allow

themselves to be bribed into certain things. So follow teh corruption, not only the money! That said, the money is indeed

involved from the ground up. If a person runs for a seat in local city government, right from the ground up their bid for public

osce will likely not succeed unless they accept bribe money from big monied interests. Think what it takes to get to State and

Federal level political seats.

These people have a motive, and they are unethical from the get-go. Only rare execptions exist, and the reason that they are

rare, again has to do with the money. So the question becomes, how to change this system? A MESSAGE HERE TO DR

MERCOLA: Dr Mercola, may I suggest that to hire a political strategist for a Elmed interview and an article, might be very

helpful. That said, the other side will also take note and come up against the plan to foil it. Yet, to empower bloggers with a

strategist's wisdom, can also be extremely effective. Just a thought. Thank you for all you do Dr Mercola, we appreciate your

bravery, your ethic as well as your information. Applause!
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM
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mirandola, getting rid of moneyed interests is easier than most think: 1) Our public servants, every last one, whether hired,

appointed or elected, represents us [rather than leads us, as they, wrongly, claim]; 2) If notice to the agents in the legislative

branch telling them we want laws making con\icts of interest jailable and subject to special forfeiture laws FAR EXCECEED

anyone supporting being able to do such things and the reps do not act, they have converted their osce(s) to their own,

personal use and can be removed by whatever means the law allows. 3) Even though our agents would have us believe there are

no laws prohibiting them from investing in the very things they vote on, the truth is, they have duties, under our laws that run

counter to such claims: (a) they must, at all times, conduct We The People's business with an an APPEARANCE OF FAIRNESS.

There is even a doctrine to that effect. (b) they OWE us a Educiary duty. When they breech it, they can be removed from their

osce or position, or even jailed, or worse. (c) we are guaranteed a remedy to our problems. Some are extreme, like the 2nd and

state equivalents, but they make clear we do not have to tolerate inaction, usurpation, theft and so on and may take matters into

our own hands, with legal impunity, when no other relief is available, or it deEes reasonableness, such as when time is of the

essence. Remember, we have FIFTY-ONE constitutions because our agents CANNOT be trusted. .....
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Yes Mirandola, Arlen, and RealRose, the corruption is systemic and "baked into the cake". I don't know of a single Congressman

or Senator, other than maybe Sen Johnson, that would take this on. His plate is already over\owing with the COVID-19

Vaccines/mandates/corruption. It's so out of control that to Ex it would mean eliminating 95+ percent of the existing people at

capital hill and all of our federal agencies. A good start would be to eliminate all lobbying from special interest groups. Put caps

on campaign funds. These oscials that get nominated by the president and then voted for by the Senate need proper vetting.

An impartial committee should investigate these nominees to certify that they are competent and QUALIFIED to be in their

position. Anyone with con\icts of interest should immediately be disqualiEed with no committee intervention. For example, if

you were the top executive for Monsanto you don't get to be the "Food Safety Czar" of the FDA! How hard would that be to get

laws passed and enforced? IMPOSSIBLE! It would mean no one would run for congress or senate and no one of credibility

would accept these positions of leadership in our federal agencies.  Our founding fathers are rolling over in the graves right

now!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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JamNjim - drills down to current costs of running for political osce. Massive war chests required with incessant plane travel

and tv advertising...now internet banner pages too. Bill Moyers did a great series in the 2004 - 2008 timeframe used to be

available in the PBS archives. Right now, the money pressure is so great, elected oscials spend the majority of time in osce

dialing for dollars from the 1% and corporations, so they can raise funds for their next campaign to remain in osce. Worse, by

the time politicians are in osce, most sold their souls to wherever their funding support came from. Its mostly hidden outside

the political arena. Transparency may be the place to start with this massive corruption, as our representatives no longer

represent most constituents! Their aides are reading and reviewing most bills in Congress for the representatives. Yikes! Much

depends on the caliber of their aides. Snake consuming its own tail.
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Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seems like there's more RINO's than DINOs, no? The FDA has had a revolving door in place like shortly after it started in the

early 20th century. It's kinda like the major parties' nominating committees. If not "vetted," there's no nomination.  When the

deep state selects its nominees, it wants the most agreeable and loyal people. Mitt Romney is no exception. Joe Biden is from

Delaware, "...a de facto onshore corporate haven, in which by virtue of its corporate laws, the state is the domicile of over half of

all NYSE-listed business and over three-Efths of the Fortune 500." The quote is taken from Wikipedia, a corporate-friendly

source.
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hydrangea
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:58:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So. Are these criminals getting vaccinated themselves or are those really just B12 injections they’re actually getting in those phony

photo ops?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Do you really have to ask?
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bburns1955
Joined On 8/1/2011 10:21:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I Egure saline, but maybe B12.
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gh]nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have a BINGO!
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would love to see these criminals rounded up and put in a camp pending trial for crimes against humanity where they are made

to take the poisons and jabs they promote for we the people and given the synthetic fodder that Bill Gates would have us all eat

while he tucks into the Enest steaks. It would be interesting to see how long these bastards would last.
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I love the title of this article. So many of the people involved are just so EVIL. I had Covid in Dec. and my husband got it and a good

friend because I didn't know that I had it. I get bad coughing jags from allergies, so I didn't think I was getting sick. My husband has

had a bad Hemorrhagic stroke 14 + years ago and a heart attack last year. The heart Dr. gave him baby aspirin, which causes his brain

to seep blood, so he is now going backwards on recovery, and they won't listen to me.   The hospital refused to give her Ivermectin

after it went to court because she was 82 and they wouldn't waste it on her. She was still running her own business of renting houses.  

This whole situations is awful because Dr. Fauci has been such a liar, he should have to give all of the money he has made on this back

to the government.
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I'm sorry, & though I'm not you, can empathize with much of what you are going through. You may be able to End ivermectin or

an equivalent on your own if you can get it to her & she willing. My husband is recovering from pneumonia after covid, very slow

going, feeling well, now beginning to question the lack of 'permission' to go back to work. We're trying to get the xrays

themselves for a second opinion, so many in this network conspiracy to crash & replace w/ no thought to others, & the

radiologist reporting having had issues before w/ exaggerated, nonexistent shadows, nodules etc wasting docs & patient's time

& money, causing unnecessary fear before.

How do these inept, willfully or otherwise, retain their jobs? And how do McDonald's employees & illegals who are exploiting the

situation to a crash that will destroy them & those most in need & without resources Erst, currently receive endless monies,

while those who worked through the whole ordeal, coming down w/ covid, can't even qualify for unemployment? My own mother

took the jab, has suffered infection after infection since, keeping insurance & system happy w/ steady income stream....until it

ends, & these days even death ain't cheap! She takes aspirin daily & just went on a cruise of all things, in her '80's...tempting

judgment & a quarantine.

Ultimately we can only be sure of our own souls & God according to the word: all else is passing, vanity & uncertain. There is

comfort in the sure & blessed hope, thrice evidenced in the creation, the word & conscience. May God bless you with his peace

& comfort, even in this wicked, wicked world with its frustrations, vexations, & suffering.
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We visualize the beast; but that was done long ago. The disculty comes in it’s capture. The beast prays you will pick up sticks and

charge so that it can declare an emergency and lock down the world. That is why the puppet desires a war to get this agenda into high

gear. The problem is immense, a peaceful solution to capture it has to be devised by thinkers and not via the electronic world. This is a

great undertaking as the beast was born many decades ago and has grown within the presence of a peaceful civilization without

notice.

Now countermeasures must be implemented; but as I say, they must remain peaceful or you will be feeding the beast. It must be done

in the group that has not been lulled into stupidity; but those who can be objective and open minded. The true doctor’s, scientist’s and

political leader’s would be good; but dangerous to them if gathered together. The beast has already shown no care for human life and

would not hesitate to eliminate such a crowd. This is the greatest obstacle humanity has ever faced.
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Indeed GhEnn. People keep praising guns. Saying they have kept America from going the way of Australia. But I disagree. The

open parts of the USA are not open because we shot our way out of lockdown. I believe it has more to do with trusting your

neighbors, looking out for each other, and family/community cohesion. Of course, places where people trust each other, and act

responsibly tend to be pro second amendment since they trust their neighbor with Erearms.
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"...the beast was born many decades ago and has grown within the presence of a peaceful civilization without notice." Which

peaceful civilization was that? Far as I know, there have been a multitude of beasts throughout recorded history. Periods without

war were rare.
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I guess my words have not the meaning as intended. As my melatonin brings me peace, I will not try to clarify the many angles

each word has brought in each of the interpretations presented. Maybe tomorrow.
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The identity of the empire beast, the spirit behind it, is found in Genesis 3, Isaiah 14, Ezekiel 28, Daniel 2 KJB. It won't end until

Rev 6-20 KJB. Men will think they've defeated it, but will really only receive & unite themselves to it in another guise which is

how the craft of idolatry & fornicating union works. As for the impediment of the second amendment, it works with free will

choice, conscientious truth & helping one's neighbor....the sure knowledge that there is a will to protect & defend one's own, &

one's neighbor & countrymen united in the ideals of the Constitution with its Bill of Rights protections, which do not contradict

God's word, or keep a Christian from such a freely associating union or righteous endeavor.

This was why Washington's army was three-fourths persecuted baptists, & why the Erst, secretive & elitist attempt at a

Constitution had no Bill of Rights protecting the common man as well as the elite. We can thank the grace of God, good old

Patrick Henry, General Washington & men like Leland spreading the word, uniting the people for equal protections under the Law

in spite of the beast's best efforts to bring about a different outcome.

Tyrants fear both & seek to divide & turn people to devouring one another, doing their dirty work for them whenever possible.

While playing saviors & trying to draw men to themselves to use & exploit at will, deceiving them about universal innate

goodness & such perversions of conscience & truth with potential to either good or evil depending upon the receipt or rejection

of truth, that judging witness within all that knows evil by what they do not want done to themselves.
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True Gates and his foundation are involved and one of the sponsors of Event 201 and in attendance at Clade X but are not at the top.

Gates is the face a good scapegoat and a good puppet. Covid19/coronavirus is a worldwide mass deception and only a large network

could pull this off. This order has been in operation for hundreds of years and admit to operating in 112 countries they are the Jesuit

Order a mix of Catholics and Jews the Order is a military one and serves the Roman Catholic Church. In their gang are the Freemasons

and others but the Jesuits aka The Society of Jesus is at the tip of the spear. Mercola and staff should have Egured this out but then

of course they would not be the controlled opposition that they are. Hopefully they won’t censor my posts like his buddy RFK Jr. and

the moderators at CHD did for posting information on the Jesuit cabal running the show.
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Put it simply. They are Satanists. There was a Satan Com at Arizona this weekend. I tried to pray against it and have been

crushed in the spirit ever since.
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Ren... Steve Van Nattan of Balaam's Ass Speaks warred& warned against that arm of Rome in Arizona-Southern Cal before you.

People didn't take it seriously, nor its connections to money& power. Take heart& return to the word for comfort, healing,

strength. See Jude& Ephesians 6 KJB; Acts 19& the sons of Sceva, Paul's reaction to the philosophers at Athens. We're not

Jesus, nor in the time of transition when the New Testament was coming in, the door still open to the Jews at large even as all

the apostles were Jews,& most of the church of that era Jews saved under the preaching of Peter.

That era changed in Acts 13 when the remaining Jews again rejected& God turned Paul to the Gentiles. We don't face down

devils directly, but in Christ, like even mighty Michael, the archangel, who said, 'The Lord rebuke you.' What is rising now is not a

comic book, 30 minute sitcom, or devils entertaining \esh thru consciousness-altering drugs&movies, but what comes when

they're given power in judgment.

Pray for repentance, reprieve. Many suffering in the spirit now in this 'pause'. Will pray Tis the Jews require a sign, most of the

Revelation will be for them, Jacob's trouble, Daniel's 70th week, now the lying signs& wonders are beginning (2 Thess 2 KJB).

Identify w/ the cries of David, unashamed before the Lord, in his extremities: both due to the sins of others,& his own; Paul's

suffering, seek the Lord& do not be afraid, discouraged. Repent to salvation God's way (1 Cor 15) if necessary& read the Book

until you have peace.

Devils cannot handle being in the presence of the word of God read& prayed by a believing soul; & faith cometh of hearing,

hearing of the word of God. The real word. Eph 6 KJB God is holy, omniscient, long-suffering, but his patience has an end when

sins he hates& which cannot ever stand in his presence are suffered in the world& become entrenched,a people reprobate. It is

written & he will judge. 1 Tim 4; 2 Tim 3-4; Titus; James 4-5; 2 Peter 2-3; 1 John KJB
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Wow - I guess Mercola articles have been pretty much banned from Fascistbook now too. The last few I've tried to share come back

with the message that they can't be posted because they contain information which "others" have deemed abusive! >:(
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Yes, you have to email the link. Also download the entire document to read. I am going to print it out and mail hard copies to

some people -I personally End it easier to see all the references/sources/links from a hard copy. Distribute it the “old fashioned

way” …whatever it takes!!!
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There are 7.9 Billion of us and only a small handful of 'them'. We need to get together and reset global currency and render their money

totally useless. I know this sounds like an overwhelming project, but it really is not. In this day and age, the currency is whatever we

would like it to be, as evidenced by cryptocurrencies.  That being said, what is to stop us from just saying...okay all your money is now

dust, we are using a new currency now. It is essential that we build safeguards into the new system. First and foremost, there needs to

be a limit on just how much can be accumulated, 100 million should be enough to get by on.

The only reason the moronic moguls are in charge is that they have leveraged themselves via excess accumulation of wealth. Take

that away and they can be seen for what they really are: evil, greedy idiots. Then, give every person on earth a decent amount of the

new currency...boom...poverty is gone. If the law enforcement oscers and military personnel stand to get a huge amount of the new

currency, they will have the freedom to choose to do the right thing and turn their backs on the dictators. Our people will be free from

the tyranny that we have lived under for so long. The end result....we win.
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You're dreaming! The oligarchs have the Money, Power and Control. What do we have? A generation of brainwashed Lemmings,

walking around for the past two years, with an idiotic mask, covering their face. Apathy, indifference and complacency will do

nothing to combat this global web of evil.
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Yes Randy but that is what makes this war so strange. I swear they had to bump it up a few years in time and that is why cracks

are forming. It is like they are weakening the weak and strengthening the strong among large swaths of populations by their

actions. This is why I believe it will not end well for them. There is strength in numbers when the people are strong and

clear-headed and start to organize and I think that is Enally what is happening. I have never been more hopeful in my life.
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GardenBear, I sure hope you're right. There is no doubt, things will NOT change without resistance. As Curtis Bowers recently

said on Agenda Weekly:  1. Every power that government takes from us, it will never relinquish voluntarily.  2. Every power they

take, they will ultimately abuse to the maximum extent possible. 3. Nobody in the history of our plant has ever complied their

way out of totalitarian control. Every time you comply, you get weaker. Every time you say yes, you're getting pushed back into a

weaker position. I so love Dr. Mercola, Curtis Bowers, & the other truth tellers who are trying to effect change for good, & I pray

that all our efforts will be successful!
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Right now it seems money, a useful tool may only be reset in Local, smaller community settings. If strong enough perhaps

leading to a Local Political reset. Then if enough healthy reform is accomplished across larger populations, maybe regional or

national global currencies. Maybe what's going on is a clue why the rural areas have been crippled & devastated beyond belief

going back to the Great Depression, maybe even further. The best chances for push back currently seem to be rural & some

suburb settings. Better housing planning, ways to heat, & good water along with directly Elling our own food supply's Locally is

of utmost importance.
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More like a billion or a billion and a half of us scattered around. Too many of the populace are asleep, deluded or scared. But

your idea is a good one. Crypto could be used from anywhere with internet. What the Freedom Cells group advocates.
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Interesting Read!!!!!! How Canada can get rid o0f Trudeau and the queen and all the bullsh!t... Read the "Articles of Confederation :

March 1, 1781 "' Artical 1 Each state retains its sovereignty, freedom, and independence, and every power, jurisdiction, and right, which

is not by this Confederation expressly delegated to the United States, in Congress assembled. NOW Read Artical 11.... XI. "Canada

acceding to this confederation, and adjoining in the measures of the United States, shall be admitted into, and entitled to all the

advantages of this Union; but no other colony shall be admitted into the same, unless such admission be agreed to by nine States. "

 Hummm If Canada would agree and 9 states agree we could be one country...means Canada can hane out freedoms back//have guns

and vote out biden and imprison Pedo Trudaeu .:)   And get rid of most these STUPID TAXES...
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Canada rules !!!! The people of Canda are leading the world in the Eght for Freedom! I just heard that 84% of them support the

Truckers, 16% are morons. I just gave to GiveSendGo Freedom Convoy again. We can look forward to seeing what hell we went through

~ in the future, a bright future, thank you CANADA !!!
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Zuckerberg is the founder and CEO of Facebook (a NWO corp), which was partially funded by the CIA and is used by the CIA to test

programming techniques for controlling and manipulating the masses. I’ve also read an article that Gloria Steinman had said her Ms.

magazine was funded by the CIA, they pushed women to go to work to pay taxes so they can get a hold of our children sooner!
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Although this is a interesting deep rabbit hole to explore, there is only one key pivot it rest on, and that is the word billions (with a B).

The $ is what makes all this possible AND the $ resides in virtual reality. No effort is spared to maintain it, however NO EMPIRE
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The $ is what makes all this possible AND the $ resides in virtual reality. No effort is spared to maintain it, however NO EMPIRE

survived its own plunder.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CANADA - TO MP's:  You are on the WRONG side of history. Bullying and threats and moving tents with medical supplies onto the

protest site is NOT democracy, or you do not support democracy? Your plan is to support Canada’s version of Tienamen Square?

OTTAWA BELONGS TO ALL CANADIANS. What is wrong with your patriotism - you have none? You disgust me with your rhetoric. You

are not helping to support what is our right: FREEDOM.  IT IS LUDICROUS AND INAPPROPRIATE TO RATIONALIZE THAT A VERSION

OF THE WAR MEASURES ACT IS APPROPRIATE FOR THIS PEACEFUL SITUATION. OUR FOREFATHERS FAUGHT FOR OUR FREEDOM

AND YOU ARE STEALING IT.

Take a look below because in time this will become known in spite of the disgusting government control of the media. Note the word

“criminal” in the second header.: David Martin News Update https://youtu.be/IH0Cd7ETges   Above Dr. David Martin - Trudeau and

illegal monopoly - Canada beneEts every shot worldwide February 11, 2022.  Dr. Martin is 100% genuine. His material is ready to go to

court.    BREAKING: CRIMINAL CANADIAN MONOPLY DR. DAVID MARTIN EXPOSES WHY TRUDEAU WON’T BACK DOWN.

 beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/02/new-stew-peters-dr-david-martin-cri..
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for sharing that video. They don't come any better than Dr. David Martin. He destroyed that lying "fact checking"

Associated Press reporter.
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Joeyglo
Joined On 2/17/2022 9:27:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They only have the power that God allows them to have. One day, EVERYONE will stand before Him and give an account for his or her

life.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen. I think He is using them to punish everyone else in the world for now.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We in Christ are not immune from the suffering, just not to eternal punishment & suffering. We endure it by faith in the precious

promises, resisting legitimately to protect & defend where possible, \eeing to a place where utter evil is not in control (good

luck with that in this world right now, w/ America subverted, 2 Peter 2&3 KJB conditions reigning), or we simply stand to the

death & martyrdom, free from the fear of death that reigns over the lost, though our \esh trembles. Quit ye like men.  When

legitimately& for Christ according to the scriptures, to great reward in Heaven. In the visible, that's the ultimate manifestation&

sorting,& witness to the dying lost.

What's coming on the antichrist- receiving, Jesus Christ- rejecting world, is so much worse, & we were all once lost as they,

without Christ in the world, in sin, holding to some fake idol & vain self-justifying hope: even calling our pocket idols & those

things in the \eshly chambers of our imaginations Jesus & 'reverend' & pope, pontifex maximus trusting works, the builders

who've rejected the chief cornerstone. That's the way it is without the word & being anchored to the Rock, and the Word...the

identity of Christ & faith so bound up with the word of God that it is one of his names. Genesis 1 & Psalm 1 & John 1 & Hebrews

1....elemental & fundamental.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is incredibly important information, showing the larger context for Covid and the forces that divide us.  Personally I'm interested

in integrative consciousness practices in which we can practice ,with others, living our grounded "I" in the larger WE. Information and

analysis are necessary imo, and important but they're not inherently transformative. More on this later . . .have to run.
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quantumfome
Joined On 1/18/2010 4:17:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My husband Gene, a WWll, US Navy vet, told me of this plan back in the early '70s. He said there was speculation on this when the plan

was found shortly after WWll. He didn't know who the players would be, but he knew this would happen, he thought it would take place

around 2000, he was watching all the signs of the plan developing when in died in 2015. He did list one dangerous entity that is not on

the list, our Federal Reserve.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes. Thank you for your comments and good point.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe General Patton knew, too. One thing though: Our 'Federal Reserve' are not ours. They are without any loyalty to this

nation, centralized & corporatist, internationalist bankers & powerful entities whose identities are cloaked: those named in this

article among them, plus one reigning by the same means in the name of Jezebel Babylonian religion holding more property &

power than any of the rest. Their god & driving motivation is Mammon which involves the main lusts of Man for lawlessness,

fornication & gain, covetousness even to lying, theft & murder.

Even Wilson knew, & stated, that the doings he presided over in 1913 would kill our country & our Constitution. The only remedy

to repent of the centralizing, internationalizing income tax & fed, going back to the original Constitution & Bill of Rights as

written....no divinizing of 'original intent' (shades of 'only the originals'), no 'evolving', no 'living' Constitution of clay in men's

hands (shades of every fake, copyrighted Bible per-version going rooted in the 'new' evolving, elite-approved & 'certiEed' UBS

text of men & devils).
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

About a year ago, the company where I have my IRA was bought by Schwab. I really should move my money.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But where would you move your money? Vanguard owns and controls the vast majority of investment money. It owns a large

portion of Blackrock and vice versa. Vanguard is a huge investor in Schwab Corporation stock. Historical position of Schwab

Corp by the Vanguard Group as of Sep 2021:  stockzoa.com/.../schw
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Become a victim and end up with nothing or self-direct your IRA. That's my outlook and tact.   Read   solari.com   for some

provocative insight.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

my jaw dropped when I Erst read this comment. Self-directed is the way to approach this.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Invest in tangible assets--farmland, gold/silver, heirloom seeds. Or a temporary measure would be putting some in a local credit

union run by people you know and can trust. Or keep the cash somewhere like during the Depression.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO NYET! A very bad idea to keep a lot of cash on hand when in\ation is bound to increase at least over the short term 2 - 3

years. Its a good way to lose value.
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Rrealrose, all money will be worthless soon. It's just a stopgap measure for banks closing,
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot of us saw the investing scams for what they were, unable to ethically invest in the big 'mutual' funds & wary of mandates

we do so. God holds us accountable. The question was how long it would be suffered, or whether men would go back to sound

money& practice, so the evil of judgment would be repented. Obviously it didn't reverse, just accelerated toward what's foretold

as the worst case scenario& end. As pilgrims here, it's all stopgap measures dealing w/ the dying world.  As there is no longer

anywhere to \ee, there's hardly anywhere to ethically move money.

After investing in the commission of Christ, the next best thing these days seems to be investing in the knowledge& hard asset

tools of survival, praying for pockets of true brotherly love& the protection& mercies of God until he who now letteth is removed.

Facing the suffering w/ the sure hope,& w/ faithful warning: for what is coming is so very much worse than anything this wicked

old world has seen thus far: which is saying something,& by the direct spoken word of Christ himself to the Jews in Jerusalem

recorded.

Much more in the OT prophets,& the NT gospels& epistles,especially the Revelation 6-20 KJB.  There will come a time when

they'll be throwing their gold& silver into the streets, it being useless in the face of what's coming on the earth, even ascending

from Hell, the pit, & falling from Heaven. NEVER has there been more evident truth in the accuracy & veracity of scriptural

prophecy....&, incredibly, professing men& women today, as in the days of impending judgment on the Jews by Assyria, then

Babylon, then Rome on those rejecting Christ can't read the writing on the wall, or rightly interpret, put their hope in eternal

things which alone might bring a stay of God's judgment, allowing these wicked free reign for a short time before wrapping it all

up in the judgment on the great Whore, the beast, & the nations:personally.

It's astounding. What more could he do to warn or evidence his word?
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rplende
Joined On 2/1/2021 4:00:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One left off the list was the Rockefeller Foundation. Remember "Lock Step?"
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rho6995
Joined On 5/5/2014 1:43:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It IS on the list…you have to listen to the video, then at the very least download the document and/or print the 170ish page

document. It’s all there. DO IT- distribute it…GET IT OUT THERE !!
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wil7144
Joined On 2/13/2018 3:55:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Best ever  www.bitchute.com/.../ndBviUQGCH5U
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM
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The Gates people are nothing but front men.
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TeacherRay
Joined On 2/26/2021 12:48:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, it's nothing new here, David Icke said that for 30 years...know the outcome and you will see the journey...connect the dots and

see the whole picture. Talking about the Vanguard and Black Rock, one must add another one, Serco...very important in this puzzle.

However, the big question is, who's controlling them ? Who's on the top of the pyramid ? One name pops up...MAXIMUS...maybe some

of you guys have some info to share, because I couldn't End more than just the name.
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

TeacherRay....Top of the pyramid?  Research the history of the de Rothchilds. As well, the City of London, the Enancial empire of

"those behind the scenes".
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Try Pontifex Maximus: black & white version all monistically & karmically one, nothing to do w/ race. Cold. Impersonal.

Serpentine, like all Craft deepest in & highest up, that old lying, \attering, seducing dragon & cherub in whom iniquity was found,

his disciple Sun Tzu.  Icke is one of them, just de\ecting & misdirecting blame to deceive as always: either as an unknowing,

lost & unbelieving dupe...like the Blue Lodge, butts in cultic pews trusting men, tradition, philosophy: gnosis & ritual magic in the

place of the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures; or else a knowing, willful wolf who's placing his bets on

Lucifer & not Christ. The deceiving & being deceived. Even when they appear to win in the visible, they lose bigtime spiritually &

with regard to entering eternity on the right side.
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miker5
Joined On 2/19/2021 11:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone remember the press release about Gates's new $1,000,000,000 hydrogen powered yacht about a year ago? Reportedly could

grow food and make its own fuel and stay out to sea "indeEnitely"? Gee, what a handy thing to own if an experimental virus mutated

and got out of control or if there was a nasty revolt by the infected and starving masses. I suspect the global elitists have been

planning this Reset for some time.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The federal reserve notes called "dollars" in the US are a form of "cryptocurrency" from my point of view. The Federal Reserve can

generate "money" at will distributing the money unfairly to those who represent the interests of "the powers that be" and do their

bidding. The Federal Reserve is not audited and embezzles at will to generate money as handouts to its founders and co-conspirators.

No one who starts a business or works has any free or fair competition with the actors the Federal Reserve employs. The Federal

Reserve prints and digitalizes "money" out of nothing to hand to itself and it's cronies. All the world is a stage and the powers that be

that control the money supply hire actors given the roles of "Bill Gates" and "George Soros" and others to play as Enanciers.

Microsoft is a controlled government asset and Bill Gates is the frontman actor in a role just like the big name politicians are actors as

puppets on strings. The situation is now so progressed, only those people who reject the money system will ever be free. I don't think

bitcoin or anything else is ultimately outside the system. An entirely new nation must rise separate from these systems. And that

cannot be done through acts of war or violence. Peaceful separation territorally.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, OnedrWoman, for your comments. Peaceful separation territorially how? There are multitudes of people who are

peaceful and just want to left alone, like you and me, but the problem is with the people who won't allow that, who insist on

controlling and forcing and mandating and....
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here they all are! Take a look at them: https://endpandemics.cepi.net/
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TeacherRay
Joined On 2/26/2021 12:48:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sorry for being skeptical but who are They ?
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI): Gates, Wellcome, Merkl, et al. This is their "investment case" for

fast-tracking these vaccines.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One does not "donate" money to media sources with the stipulation that that money be used to publish topics of your choosing. That is

putting a spin on the fact that what one has actually done is paid for advertising without having the "Paid Advertisement" label

attached to the article. If not illegal, it should be.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the FLCCC's Wednesday webinar 16-Feb (not posted to FLCCC.net yet) indicated that the New England and a leading UK medical

journals were not allowing a discussion or approving the trials in Brasil on ivermectin. No basis for rejection makes these medical

journals untrustworthy as to what they do approve and publish.
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slaiho
Joined On 11/7/2011 9:37:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola for another monumental newsletter. If we are still living free after 2030, it will be in large part because of you

and your bravery today.  If we aren’t, I hope to share the same internment camp with you, lol
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you slaiho for saying what we are all thinking!!!
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here's another source of names and information concerning Blackrock/Vanguard and all the other "non-proEt" players. > "MONOPOLY -

Who Owns The World?" by Tim Gelen rumble.com/vna5jv-the-veriEable-truth-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-eng..  The corporate

Enancial model was designed to place royal families and other criminal organizations above the Constitutional laws of sovereign

Nations and independent peoples. The term "Corporate Charter" is directly related to Maritime Rule and the myriad Statutes of

commercial commerce. Corporations subvert all forms of human ethics and moral conduct. The human species will continue to be

manipulated and enslaved until such time as ALL corporate charters are revoked, and the proprietors imprisoned for life.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Corporations. . .maritime rule. . .by the salt of the Earth
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recall the corporate system [Uniform Commercial Code]. They use CAPITAL LETTERS for the CORPORATE system. The UNITED

STATES is a corporation- The United States is the original government. One is given a corporate identity at birth- see the

CAPITAL letters on your birth certiEcate, driver license, credit cards, and others. This corporate identity means YOU are the

PROPERTY of THE UNITED STATES CORPORATION.  "Dock" is part of docket- the maritime court's passageways are considered

to be waterways of the maritime legal system

Also "unalienable" is confused with "Inalienable"...unalienable rights are rock solid, part of deep natural rights. . .inalienable is

closer to legal positivism- law is whatever government "posits" that is, asserts... A judge might ask which rights do you claim-

unalienable or inalienable- be sure to give the right answer. UNITED STATES is pronounced the same as United States- in order

to facilitate maximum ambiguity and \im-\ammery... The "law" used to reduce rather than increase clarity...
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Correction, GAW....by the corrupted salt & hidden light that Jesus warned, DEFINITELY of the earth & not Heaven, Et for nothing,

fruitless trees, twice dead, uprooted from the word, cut off. Lamps without oil. Ready & ripe for judgment, & then the rods of

God's judgment including that last 'Maximus' will be judged in their turn when the real & only Pontifex & Most High returns.

 Genesis 11 & 28; John 1 KJB. Matthew 5, Mark 9, Luke 14 KJB. Galatians 3, Colossians 3&4, James 3-5, 1 Tim 4&6, 2 Peter 2-3,

Jude KJB.  Revelation 6-20 KJB.  God is not deceived by Craft, remakes, revisionism or face paint. Reference Jezebel, harlot,

strange woman. We are the race of mankind, created in the image of God with body, soul and spirit....conscientious knowing

choice able to respond to truth. Not mere instinctive beasts or merchandise.
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memyselfampi
Joined On 11/25/2008 5:49:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is being obscured and hidden and has been since at least 1909 is the British Crown and their Pilgrims Society. They are what's at

the very root of almost all of this, including the attempted coup attempt of Trump and almost every war. They've inEltrated almost ever

government with loyalists to the Crown, like V.P. Pence, Pompeo, Justices Roberts, Gorsuch and others, Gen. Milley and much of the

U.S. military, Senior Executive Service, most mainstream media and the list goes on. However, the Crown is shielded and obscured

from us by their many surrogates. They are LITERALLY holdover *** and PERVERTS who have never given up on their agenda of world

domination. Yes, "her majesty"... the Queen and Co. are Royal pieces of dog dung. Child trascking, inbred, pedos.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nonsense.That is papist revisionist garbage& proud, blind& dead Laodicean pontiEcating w/o knowledge or biblical authority,

cut loose even from evident truth. Pilgrim is a term from scripture, Hebrews 11& the epistle of Peter no less, chapter 2; & John

Bunyan's 'The Pilgrim's Progress', Bunyan being a British preacher who chose jail over bowing to State authority over the

preaching of God's word & conscience as tyrants, inquisitors. The ecumenists falling back to Babylonian Romanism have been

revising history& erasing it, stealing material from the Library of Congress& misrepresenting 'church history' from the beginning,

& those who seek truth will End it.

I know, they sure had me going for awhile: but there are too many contradictions in their subtle centralized publishing lies, their

handling of the scriptures is shameful,& their arrogance appalling...like Johnny Mac-mcMason & coadjutor Stevie Andersnake,

social justice 'warriors'& 'crusaders'....REAL witches who pose as respectable, upstanding 'Christians' while accusing, diverting

blame,& preying on the confused & lost: Augustinians& antisemites every one, even trad cats. You know, the

persecuting-tolerating Mather's ...tho to their credit they righted that particular wrong& did not go so far as

Rome....Augustinians w/ the selective, edited history of Christianity in America left out their own persecutions of men like John

Clarke,Holmes.

Even King James who was wise enough to see to it the Augustinian philosophy& footnotes, the Apocrypha useful only for

historical reference& not holy script, were removed from the word of God& a Enal, authoritative version for all the world made in

the last world trade language as Hebrew& Greek before it....was still mired in the Divine Right of Kings philosophy& tradition out

of Babylon& Rome. Craft accuses craft to divert, distract& divide...&, of course, is prone to devouring& 'sacriEcing' their own

according to lawless lust& will cut off from both truth & scripture.
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fundamentalassumptions: FAIL. Educate yourself with 100%, veriEable, historical and current facts: aim4truth.org
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I End it interesting that all the big leaders of the dark state appear to have always hailed from the same geographical areas in Europe.

None of them were actually successful in the end (or were they?) but they certainly upended the entire globe at the time and gathered

a following. Like it's said, "Money talks and BS walks."
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Less news coming from Ottawa lately. Thinking it might be the anticipated brownout or maybe they've shut the surveillance cameras

off because of this:   babylonbee.com/news/trudeau-having-disculty-teaching-canadian-mounti..
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https://youtu.be/IH0Cd7ETges  Press Conference, very recent this morning, directly from the Freedom Convoy. Hi epi-cure,

masses of police have been moved on-site and the parliament buildings fenced off. Truckers were handed a one page letter

(not a pamphlet like CBC reported) and it was undated and unsigned - warning them that they should leave. You can see from

my letter to Yasir Naqvi, MP, Liberal (Trudeau's party), a brief description of the bullying and threats. The problem is that

Jagmeet Singh, MP, is saying the NDP (New Democratic Party - far from it) and Green Party will combine to vote in Trudeau's

Emergencies Act. Tents and medical supplies have been moved onsite. Trudeau is a criminal and must be charged and

apprehended. The Truckers are holding fast and I only have admiration for their courage and resolve.

The local Ottawa residents - downtown particularly - wealthy from overpaid government jobs and high pensions are traitors to

Canada in my view - they held a zip, boom, bah sort of protest themselves for all the, sob, sob, inconvenience. Inconvenience

my eye, what about the 2+ years of drastic change ALL of us have experienced in our lives? The following videos with Dr. David

Martin contain references to the evidence against Trudeau: David Martin News Update https://youtube/eNaO3XSM4IM  Above

Dr. David Martin - Trudeau and illegal monopoly - Canada beneEts every shot worldwide February 11, 2022.  Dr. Martin is 100%

genuine. His material is ready to go to court.    BREAKING: CRIMINAL CANADIAN MONOPLY DR. DAVID MARTIN EXPOSES WHY

TRUDEAU WON’T BACK DOWN.  beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/02/new-stew-peters-dr-david-martin-cri..
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Retsbew    unbeknownst to David Martin he is a mentor to me. On this side of the border it's even more discult to have

standing/get a hearing in a court if neither a federal prosecutor nor a state attorney general is willing to take such a blockbuster

case on the scale of what is Martin's evidence against trudy. We both know the WEF will do their best to keep him from getting a

foot in the door.
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Babylonbee is a Laodicean satire site.
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CSCeleste
Joined On 1/25/2021 1:28:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can we call these groups, networks, humans what they truly are? Not elites as so many times written, but rather they are very

dangerous parasites. Systematically sucking the life out of humanity and the earth is not elitism. It is treachery at the highest level

fueled by a hatred so deeply seething even Lucifer bows to their cunning. While pride their pride/hubris is overwhelming, their

rapacious greed just may be their downfall. Human beings have no less than 30 human rights; the most important one is that no one

can take them away. I just wish more people understood that. God Bless.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

maybe.... but everyone needs to hear this video, it's short and exposing Trudeau and his corruption !!!
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StandFastPats
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CS.. "Satan's Spawn" always comes to my mind.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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Thanks. I have been saving copies of this newsletter on my computer to print and share Dr. Mercola.
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Wellcome also made a fortune with the highly toxic drug AZT given to "HIV+" patients.  Just a warm-up to covid "pandemic" though.
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Said reset is nothing less than an overthrow of the will of the people. It is so much so, they never even admitted to it. At least not in

clear terms.  Our laws for dealing with such are extreme, and they are for good reason: They stand as strong incentive for powerful

people to not do down those roads. Much of that incentive is, example. That is, examples of what can happen to someone and their

wealth, when they try or do circumvent the will of the people.
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rho6995
Joined On 5/5/2014 1:43:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Gates” of Hell; well done, Dr Mercola.
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amazing article, thank you!
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They sold the public a Star Trek vision, they are delivering the Borg. Resistence is futile.
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I am worried sick about the future. Capitulate and be enslaved or die. No resources to Eght back or prep. I'm alone in my

knowledge. My only hope is some sort of Deux Ex Machina from Revelation. Or curl up and die when Evil wins.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lets face it. These people and their organizations represent organized crime. They are monopolies. What they are doing is a real

insurrection. It's a combination of treason and genocide. It's too well established to defeat with diplomacy. Something needed to be

done 40+ years ago to prevent what's happening today. Unfortunately, the only way I see getting out of this "great reset" is a revolution.
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You may want to watch this video Edward Down former portfolio manager for Blackrock exposes PEzer Fraud

rumble.com/vv1adx-breaking-exclusive-former-blackrock-portfolio-manage..
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That is exactly what I have thought. After seeing Michael Franzese at my neighbor's church (ex-maEa) speaking, I realized that

there will always be maEa. It will never go away. It is one of the world's constant evils based on the greed for money. I am glad I

do not understand that. I have enough and I don't plan on accumulating any thing more.
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Urs7033
Joined On 12/8/2017 9:13:08 AM
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Wow I was always wondering how the EU and Switzerland do it. Interesting to listen to the Video in German. Sadly my family back in

Switzerland has a tendency to go with main stream and trust the Government. Switzerland just dropped most of the Restrictions.

Hopefully some more people will wake up.
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kara224
Joined On 2/17/2022 7:16:11 AM
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Its easy for the [ultra rich] to swim in the culture of Dismiss,as they make of fake stories ,for every one but their selves..They sware

they control the world with [money],When the minute they DIE, they`ll be penny less, like the poor man.And the common folks will be

more [RICH],if they have the Grace of the Creator in them,For Eternal they`ll sing a song of peace..Those who have [know]NO,faith will

never know..
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dennis_kazmierczak
Joined On 11/21/2006 9:50:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

we are literally being ruled by the transvestite illuminati globalists pay close attention to the people on the television and you'll start to

see skeletons never lie--skull-hip- shoulders
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Once again, thank you, thank you Dr. Mercola for the ongoing light you shine on what is going on
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Cutter Incident of course: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC1383764
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ah yes...."the march of dimes". What a joke of an organization!
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RobertDeMontgomery
Joined On 10/12/2009 10:17:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But are these networkers thinking independently or are they to some degree hypnotically in\uenced by electronic thought patterns

hidden in the background from a corrupt third party?
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ker8118
Joined On 11/17/2021 4:17:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At the very top is the British Empire which is to say the queen and her privy counsel.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take your pick: close to an hour of German or a dozen minutes of Russian from roughly two years ago:  

goldenageofgaia.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/EX-RUSSIAN-INTEL-OFFICE..  Amazing Polly did a Ene job too going on two years

ago illuminating the who's who in Gates' den of vipers. Imagine my relief to learn from her that Fauci's wife, Christine Grady, was/is a

bioethicist.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My life revolves around Endeavors that are entirely non technological, thank God! My one device is my smartphone and by far the most

important thing that facilitates is the study of music, but playing music is all done on old fashioned instruments! I suppose I would use

my phone a lot more for entertainment purposes, but I do palpably feel an Ick factor with the increasing amplitude of the G's.

Sometimes I shut my phone off for days and leave it the trunk of my car and it is like none of things in this article even exist and

everything is so nice. And opening up my phone again is like tuning into a dystopian novel! Part of me is fascinated by it all and can't

wait to see how it turns out! That is how I feel now when I pick up the phone! One of the things I often think of is for instance was the

New York Times always this bad and I just didn't see it or did everything ramp up unmistakably for the worst over the last few years. I

know it is probably both! I feel drawn now to chuck the phone in the river and just use a landline to communicate with clients! It is like

instantly going back Efty years in time.
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Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have both a landline and iPhone, but I rarely use the iPhone, like a few times a year, if that much. If you have a landline, be

aware that if you ever move or otherwise lose your landline connection, you might not ever get it back, even if your move is to a

location next door or across the street. They'll tell you that we don't offer that service in your area any more. The telecomms

want to discontinue landlines where they can because they're more expensive to maintain than wireless.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We're in semi-rural Ohio & they purposely let the landline infrastructure go to pot here: cut lines unreplaced, temporarily spliced

etc so that service is barely there, largely unreliable.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

None of this is supposed to be possible.  Without bi-partisan Fiat Funny Money they would be strapped for cash. Without censorship

they would be ridiculed by an informed public. Without criminal, captured regulatory agencies their products would be banned. Without

criminal, captured media they wouldn't get free advertising and brain washing propaganda. Without changing word deEnitions they

would not have a 'Pandemic' or a 'Vaccine'.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cronyism is the biggest problem. They own all the governments with power in the world. Lobbying is just a word for bribery. It

should never have been legal.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Goes back to Keynes. And, before him the Western pagans who devalued even their semi-legit monies anchored to gold & real

assets. As for Eat, that came out of the East & China, the Idumeans/Nabateans& Arabic tribes, the sons of Ishmael & of

Abraham by Keturah, carrying it back via the Silk Road & the King's Highway of the Middle East at the end of the

Greek/Ptolemaic & Syrian domination, the beginning of the Roman, still with us today: the 4th kingdom of Daniel 2 KJB, w/ two

legs: east & west.  Rome only acquired the secrets of the sources of much of the international Middle Eastern trade by long,

hard warring & torture, the vias lined w/ crosses.

Like many trying before& after, the desert tribes proved elusive& unconquerable, \eeing to the desert, even after Rome took

over international trade, defeating Ptolemaic Egypt, the Idumean/Nabateans hanging on until the time of Rome's indiscriminate

& unbiblical crusades: killing Jew, Arab, & Christian refusing submission to Rome's state-appointed bishops indiscriminantly for

domination, empire & power. Giving way in the Middle East to the cult of Islam in the 600's, Satan appearing as an angel of light

w/ extra-biblical visions; a cobbling together of kabala, Babylonian & Arabic, even 'Christian' mysticism & empire,& the tossing

of all gods but al-ilah from the 6-sided kaaba with the black rock that fell from heaven, its pillars, the 'g' of craft, & many other

idols including icons of Mary, for another 'Abrahamic monotheistic' pretender & counterfeit.

Setting the stage for the confusion & times of the end. Bloody. Violent. Male dominant...even in sodomy, so long as the

dominant, & w/ consort 'goddesses', layered in corporatist craft, pyramidal. The whole world lieth in sin: days of Noe, days of

Lot, and Rev. 17-18 KJB.  Deceit, covetousness, violence, loving the shadows & operating from the shadows: nothing new under

the sun.
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One thing that all people of power and in\uence, politicians, judges, the elite, celebrities, not just men but also women, have in

common all over the world in every country, is that they are placed there by Freemasonry. They have steadily taken over every facet of

power. Once masons get to the 33rd degree, it is an openly satanic, Lucifer worshipping club. I End it strange that this is never

mentioned in articles like this. But it explains the evils that are escalating everywhere.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Weishaupt's Jesuit inEltration of the old Masonic Order, his Les Perfectibles, transformed & took that back to Rome in the

eighteenth century. There was internal warfare in Rome for centuries, the Franciscan, Dominican Inquisition, & Jesuit arms

warring for control. That war is over. Rome's white, & her black, popes are Jesuit today. She is the head of all Craft, very

ecumenical & 'loving' towards all, unless crossed & refused submission by the leadership & craft of any nation. Whose pinky ring

is kissed as the world's leaders all traipse to Rome? The Pope in white dress, their women all draped in black?
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olgaland
Joined On 2/22/2010 5:09:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

QUANTUM DOT TATTOO (QDT) as PROOF OF VA66INATION COMPLIANCE delivered along with a MICRONEEDLE VA66INE (Skin

Patch) will be the MARK OF THE BEAST (NOT the hypodermic needle/syringe they have been using up to now- Feb 18, 2022). IT

LOOKS LIKE A BAND-AID. QDT will use Lucifer-ase enzyme that makes microneedles patch glow under a smart phone app or scanner--

it is not about immunity; it is about IDENTITY and TRACKING!!! CLICK ON THE LINK TO SEE PICTURES OF THIS NEW TECHOLOGY! It

can even be sent to you via the mail, Fed Ex, UPS, etc.. www.evangelicaloutreach.org/.../microneedle-MOTB.jpg  

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-before-after.jpg

 www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-vax-record-on-skin.jpg   THIS CAN COME IN THE MAIL OR BY FED EX.

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/microneedle-mark-diagram.jpg   www.evangelicaloutreach.org/markbeast.htm
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DR. DAVID E. MARTIN !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Dr. David E. Martin....Has EVERYTHING (documents) that anyone would ever want to KNOW

about this 'Big, Bad Virus' PsyOp! Dr. David Martin.....has the SMOKING GUN(S), as it were. The 'WHO', 'WHAT', 'WHERE', 'WHEN' and

'HOW'......ALL DOCUMENTED!  Watch/Read/Listen to everything/anything Dr. David E. Martin! His two website can be easily found in a

search engine (DuckDuckGo); Video's are all over the NON CENSORED vid hosting sites.....Brighteon, GabTV, BitChute, Odysee; and

Rumble.  One does NOT have to read SUBTITLES......with Dr. Martin!
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what is the "J888" to which Mrrobb referred, in saying "they" own everything?
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And n Ifn Your smart ,,,,read from OCC   www.organicconsumers.org/news/preharvest-use-glyphosate-poisons-kids-f..  safe food?

guess again..... "Plaintiff Mounira Doss argued that General Mills had a duty to disclose the presence of glyphosate in Cheerios cereal

products, but failed to do so. At 470 to 530 parts per billion, the levels of glyphosate Doss alleges were in Cheerios products tested by

the Environmental Working Group in August 2018 are well below permitted EPA thresholds for glyphosate in grains (set at … 30,000

ppb in grains, cereal group 15).

However, Doss argues that 'ScientiEc evidence shows that even ultra-low levels of glyphosate may be harmful to human health,' and

notes that glyphosate recently joined the Prop 65 list of chemicals 'known to cause cancer …' and was found by the International

Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) to be 'probably carcinogenic to humans.'" MMMM Cherrieo \oating in milk and Glyphosate !!!!

what r u eating 4 breakfast?
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MMMMMMM just 30,000 part per billion.... and people wonder why they just lay down and feel tired........cuz you have been

POISONED buy the foods ya eat and the 'Jab" and now 5G is cooking what's left of your body and brain... Man what a genuinely

F**&d Up world.........and like Bobby Fischer said  www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Escher-speaks-jews   and who owns

Bayer-Monsanto ? and Kellogs and Post and FDA and CDC and your Money and Government...and the place you work and

everything else you eat...and what you watch ie TV read newspapers..all owned by the J888  :) also Own PEzer and J&J and

most of China and the USA....

And if you're a Christians than you are just the "do-Boys & Slaves" to these .....J....yeah....get on your knees and pray to this J

and pray to him as he Preys for/on you.....roll up Dem Sleeves and ask them to pump in the toxins .....and they own BigPharma

too....Yes Dance Christians for the J...  J yells at Christians to !!!JUMP.!!!......and Christians asks "How High'

master?..........ROFLMAO....yes Pray....while they Prey on YOU
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what is "J888"?
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Assuming they mean the 8 families mentioned above, fan, it used to be a list of 7 before they started adding the Bush's to the

list as supposed 'Protesting Romanists' or 'Reforming Romanists'...supposedly distinct from Rome, more to blame than the

head of the thing. Too bad neither Rome nor Laodicea, nor the majority of the watching world, have a clue what it means to be a

Christian biblically. Part of the myth, the show, the facade of the proud, the blind & the dead. Hopefully, some will truly wake up

soon, seeking all truth & not just selective, self-serving slices of it, the rest carefully shadowed & shrouded to avoid offending

lovers of lies, or convicting them to seek the Lord's salvation while it's still by faith with grace, & not that terrible time coming

that we see now gathering & foreshadowing.
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onlyakitten
Joined On 2/17/2022 6:33:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

please read Diana West 2/12/21 guest post on Dr Malone red \ags on lionessofjudahministry.substack.
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solitairecat
Joined On 1/7/2016 5:45:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To fully understand what is happening, we must be aware that the Sanhedrin may have already taken over the justice system and will

soon implement their Noahide Laws across the world. This will be the head of their Satanic government. They consider us to be

livestock and will treat us as such. Only God can save us from the evil that is coming.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

already noahide since bush sr. 1991 duckduckgo.com/?q=bush+signs+noahide+laws&t=brave&iax=images&a..
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deepdance1hotmail.com
Joined On 8/13/2021 3:54:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i can't get it to do english subtitles...
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pos7783
Joined On 12/22/2015 6:21:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Click on Settings. Under Subtitles, click on the arrow sign and select English
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awi7824
Joined On 11/27/2017 1:46:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it's a bit tricky, but i got it going:                                                                                    settings > subtitles - german (auto translated) >

auto translate > english        .... hope that helps!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read the comments to the vid. ..instructions are there...you have to hack your way to the Eng subs...works best on a pc, not on

smart ph
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bburns1955
Joined On 8/1/2011 10:21:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't watch the video, it doesn't have English caption. The article is interesting, though. All I can think of, when I read this type of thing,

is the movie Soylent Green, with Charlton Heston. I Erst watched that movie MANY years ago, but it could be applicable to today.

Hopefully, "we" who love truth, freedom & liberty won't let this happen.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have to watch it in Youtube (click on the Youtube link bottom left of the window marked "Watch on Youtube" and from there

select subtitles and automatic to change them to English.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In a way, it's happening, now, and maybe throughout history, at least, just not constantly on a large scale. When people commit

premeditated murder for proEt, whether it be by way of war, illegal or legal drugs, whatever, it's like eating those victims,

Eguratively, including the so-called collateral damage, also known as unavoidable deaths, preferably "of unknown cause."

Reminds me of more than one federal agency's famous words, "We are not aware of ...."
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muskcode1966gmail.com
Joined On 4/1/2021 12:52:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel war and a lot of deaths are coming.
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

talk about the "gates of hell"! Yes, what's really behind all this is the fact that these people serve satan, and are doing all of this based

on what he wants for mankind. he wants all of humanity to suffer pain, want, and all things that don't allow for humans to thrive. These

things that dr mercola is describing are just that--mechanisms that will deprive the "minions" of all potential good, and that will take

away their potential to serve God and His purpose for them and be happy and content. Unfortunately, this means this is really a

spiritual war, and not many of the people that are against these evil plans really are able to Eght against it in the only effective way,

which is prayer and spiritual actions. But, of course, anyone at any time, can turn to Jesus and ask for His help....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yawn..there is no jesus thing gonna save you or anyone else from anything...ever..so wake and face the facts... no god or jesus

thing or allah thing has ever save anyone from anything as in NEVER... Man created gods and allah n jesus thing for mindless

idiots to pray to while they prey on YOU.. and J888 should be J-666..... I am a Fan-of-life..... On MyMountain....smiling.....

Meantime 5G is cooking your kids in schools and cooking you.....and slaughtering people in hospitals... there is no covid.no

omicron and they can NOT prove it.....only proof is what you and others have been TOLD TO KNOW...of course they will show

you pictures.....but the also showed the world picture of faked moonlanding and walks and more pictures...but if you look at the

pictures its all faked.....and now with photoshopping and computer imaging its discult to detect a fake picture.....but:) we have

our ways!!!!! LOL.....
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ros62146
Joined On 12/20/2021 12:42:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where r all the comments?
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

comments are under the vid on YOUTUBE. Other watchers had problems gettign English. Forget using Smart ph; you need a pc

or similar
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But I always thought the Guardian ( the one in the UK) was a bastion of the free press, unfettered by corporate interests. Seems I was

wrong??
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hydrangea
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:58:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message
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Nope. The Guardian is fully corrupted. The Daily Telegraph comes closest in Britain as far as I can tell for trying to at least

appear to be free. In the US it’s only The Epoch Times that can be trusted.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/17/2022 3:27:21 AM
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rosebud...the "Trusted News Initiative" started in the UK...Epoch times is indeed the most trustworthy source of info
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Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM
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Why not try the Off Guardian. There are lots of good news stories and authors of note e.g. Protest Vaccine Passports –

OffGuardian off-guardian.org/2021/10/30/watch-meps-protest-vaccine-passports/
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and who owned earths liar news medias? and who controls what you eat and what your TV and newspapers TELL YOU TO KNOW???

Afterall....all YOU KNOW.......os what YOUR TV TOLD YOU TO KNOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Lets ask the world best chess players ....he is really

smart and know what he is talking about....""Hey Bobby Fischer...who is in control of TV and Movies and Governments and militarys? ""

www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Escher-speaks-jews
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As always, you’re spot on mrrobb 

👍
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jke5341
Joined On 3/25/2021 4:15:04 PM
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I don't know why you always like to pick on Vanguard.  I rolled over my companies 401k to Vanguard about 10 years ago. Why? They

are noted to have the lowest fees in the brokerage world. I see not problem with them. They have never tried to push any political

views my way. I can invest my money thru their brokerage services in about any company in the world that is on the stock exchanges. I

can invest in any ETF. They put limits on investing in ETN's because some are not honest in some cases.  They are big because they

provide the best value for investors.  Everybody who has their investments and retirement savings at Vanguard are considered owners.
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